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Fig. 3.-Partly Finished Street in Parallel Perspective,
showing Working of Principles enunciated in
· Figs. 1 and 2.

reseM~ed.]

SEPTEMBER 19, 1891.

The most important point I wish to impress upon the learner is the names of the
different lines, points. etc. ; without their
l,lSe no correet perspective could be obtained.
No matter how well a scene may be painted,
defective perspective would spoil the whole.
I now direct attention to the following points and lines, which are shown in
Fig. 1 :- A .A.', ~he horizontal line ; B, t he
point of sight, or vanishing point ; c, D,
measuring points ; E, sight or station point.
There are only two rules of perspective in
straight lines-parallel oblique or angnlat·which I will now try to explain as easily as
possible by the aid of diagrams.
Fig. 1.-This plate represents the horizontalline, point of sight and vanishing points,
and points of measurement-that is to say,
the only lines required to work out a scene
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STAGE P E R SPECTI VE.
BY WILLIAM CORBOULD.
PARALLEL

PERSPECTIVE.

must be understood by the would-be
•
cenic artist that it is indispensable that he
hould thoroughly understand the art of
•
:erspective. Although a rather dry study, a
ttle patience and trouble will soon simplify
•• '
.•
he matter ; by working out the rules here
1•
1.id down a few times the student will find
c '.._.
he subject prove easy enough. No drawing
- ·· D
.
-~'ould be correct unle.ss the principles now .
::--...
..
--- - ---..
'..C
,
.....
J
_,
J be laid down, and wh}ch may be termed
.... ......-- ·--·
he Grammar of Art, be thoroughly mastered.
>o not let these words frighten any bt;lginner,
e 10 ' F! .• e' .. 10. f! e e"' 10 r : · e"" 10 F! e
ecause he will find the rules few and simple.
c
~
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Fig. 2.- Example in Parallel Perspective-ab c d,
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Fig. 3 A.-Wire Hook
.for Insertion in

Canvas. ·

•

in parallel perspective. The rectangle, ab c d,
c
B'
shows the size of the cloth or scene.
A--~.~------t---------------~--------------~-------£0
~
.A. A' is the horizontal line.
Supposing
I
I
.
I
t
we were standing on t he sea-shore : that
1
I
line which divides the water from the
I
I
I
I
£. . sky is the horizontal line. If the student·
I
d.
I
were to walk up from the shore to the top
-~-------------4----~--------_JD '
f.
of some very high cliffs, this line would be
'\
~I
found to rise with him, and still be opposite
\
}
\
.
his eyes. We must bear this in mind, because in painting a seascape or a landscape,
\
I
the horizontal line must rise according to
the height of the foreground represented. If
X
/
we were t o go up in a balloon we should
' ',
/
find the horizontal line still opposite our
',
,/
eyes, the balloon hanging, as it were, in a
.g. 1· - Diagram
',
_,.r;/ B, Point of Si.ght or Van·
1llustra;ttng Principles .... ........ ...
huge b?wl. Supposing the .scene was a
reot
ive
ot Parallel Pers1
......._...
.,..... ~
18hingt Poi-n t ; C, D,
mountam pass, three or four thousand feet
-AA', Horizont al Line.
· --·- --- __ _ ,.. ... ..-:-~ell.surthg l>oints; E,
above sea level, but we were looking out to
•
.E.
'ta:"Uon Po1nt.; a- ~ c d, Cloth.

____

•

Cloth ; C D, Horizontal Line, C and D being
also Measuring Points ; B, Point of Sight ; B,
Station Point '· e ~''""'' Base Line '· e·' e''' e"'~~,
"'"'
Points of Division; j, j, Lines to Vanishing
Point, B; g, Corner Line of Block ; h, Block.
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sea, the horizontal line would be two-thirds
up the scene, or thereabouts. On the other
hand, if the reader were painting a scene
from the sea-slrore, the line would hardly be
more than a fourth.
.
It is always best in stage perspective to
keep the horizontal line as low as possible,
taking into consideration that some of the
audience are sitting below as well as above
.. the horizontal line.
The point of siaht on this line would be
tlte spot where all the lines receding from
the eye would fall. In Fig. 1 this point is
1
at D on the horizontal line, A. A'. This constitutes the rule, "parallel or linear perspective.'' The points c and D would be
the measuring points. All lines above and
below the horizontal line must fall into the
point of sight, n (Fig. 1).
We will suppose that Fig. 2 represents a
road running straight up the plate, with
blocks on each side which might represent
buildings, such as a street : a b c d is the
cloth or scene, c D the horizontal line, E
showing how fn.r the eye is supposed to be
from the picture.
We may determine this by dividing the
horizontal line in halves. One-half would
be the dista.nce to point E, or by striking a
half-circle from E to the horizontal line it
would intersect this line at c and D, which
would be the points of measurement(Fig. 1).
'l'he ba-se line, e e "''', may be marked off
into parts of, say, 10 ft. from the dots e toe,
e' to e", etc.-that is, the blocks would be
10ft. square. The front of the block would
be parallel with the horizontal line. A line
drawn from the next point, marking another
10 ft. to the points of measurement, c, D,
would give the perspective size of the
square where it crossed the ground-line of
the building, f.f. This is where the second
perpendicular line would rise. fJ shows the
block in perspective if it were framed and
glazed.
Fig. 3 represents a partly finished street
scene, to show the working out of the first
and second figures, completing the first
lesson in "parallel or linear perspective."
It will be seen here that the fronts of the
houses facing the spectator-that is, the
lines of the doors, windows, base, a~d tops
of the houses, as well as the pavement-are
parallel with the horizontal line. All lines
of both sides of the street will be seen to
fa ll into the point of sight, B (Fig. 2). The
lamps come under the same rule, as will be
seen if we take a line from the front lamp
to the last. I hope this will be explicit
enou~h for the beginner, who with a little
pract1ce will soon master this first rule in
p erspective.
We now come to the use of the horizonta l and perpendicular lines (page 640, Vol.
II:; No. 92).
1f one were going to draw a picture or
scene on paper, the T -square and ruler
would do for the purpose ; but it is very
different when drawing on a large scale,
snch as 15 ft., 30ft., or more. It is obvious
that lines would have to be used.
As I have explained before, one should
have a. plumb-bob attached to it for the perpendicular lines; the first one is represented
at g (Fig. 2). If we hang this straight
~lown, leaving the bob to steady itself when
so banging, dot here and there exactly behind
the line; then take the straight-edge, and by
connecting the dots make a straight line.
All other perpendicular lines can be measured from thts one, always having the line
to correct from_
The other line should have a piece of
stout wire bent as shown in Fig. 3A, the

point to be sharp, so that the student may
be able to insert it easily into the canvas.
This would be the horizontal line.
When the height of the horizontal line
is decided on, place a dot at each side
of the cloth denoting the height ; hook
the horizontal line in at one dot ; take a
piece of charcoal and rub the line with iti·
cover the other dot with the line, and pul
it tightly. With the other hand draw the
line away from the cloth and let it go
smartly back again: this will give the
first or horizontal line-of course, to be
covered with vandyke brown and dusted
off.

NEW COVERINGS l'OR OLD BOOKS.
,

BY H. J. L. J . MA.SSE.
GLAZED LINEN .AS COVERING-VEGETABLE PABOHMENT--l1'S DISADVANTAGES-TREATMENT OF
BOOK IN BOARDS-LoOSE PAGES- EDGESCONCEALING ADVERTISEMENTS, :&'1'0.- COVERING WITH PARCHMENT--Elm PAPERS- FINISHING COVER WITH RULED LINES, ETC.-COST OF
HOME ~INDING.

L"i one of the earlier numbers of WoRK I
was much interested in reading about the
home manufacture of portfolios for the
~reservation of loose papers and the li~e.
For special purposes, no doubt fancy stuffs
are very appropriate, but they require to be
very carefully handled and affixed to the ·
strawboard or cardboard foundation that
is underneath. As a boy at school, I used
to furbish up my school books when they
became very shabby with a covering of
brown holland pasted on with very strong
paste, in which a small piece of glue had
been dissolved. This plan had one very
great disadvantage : viz., that the brown
holland soon became ver;r dirty, and I
soon took to covering the stdes with glazed
lining. Somehow, I always used the green
kind, as being neither too gaudy nor t oo
dull, having :previously covered the backs
with very stiff glazed brown paper. Of
course, the glaze on the lining partly disappeared after being pasted ; but I used to
varnish the cover with shellac dissolved in
methylated spirits with good results.
Sometimes, in later years, I have used the
material sold as vegetable parchment, but
it is really more suitable for loose removable covers than for those that are
meant to be permanent. It is a serviceable
stuff for putting a strong back to songs and
loose sheet music, and its dull colour can
be easily varied by pasting a thin slip of
coloured paper underneath. The coloured
slip, if bright enough, will show through,
and give a pleasing tint to the vegetable
parchment ; and by using different-coloured
papers for the different classes of music a
ready means of distinguishing between
them is afforded. My only objection to the
vegetable parchment is that it is rather intractable under the paste-brushJ gets hard,
and has a tendency to crack it kept in a
dry place.
The other day, having a. few spare moments at my disposal, I resolved to remove
an eyesore from one of my bookshelves, in
the shape of some " yellow backs," by covering them. They were standard novels1by the
way, that had been picked up at oda times
at half price, or less, at the bOokstalls. Now,
the binding of these cheap "yellow backs"
varies very much. Sometimes the books
come to pieces in the very first reading,
while sometimes they endure a considerable
amount of really heavy wear and tearmine, luckily, were in good repair, with
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the exception of a corner or so and a couple
of loose pages. 'l'he loose pages I secured
with a stitch or two, and the coruers were
strengthened with a little gum. I will deal
with one book as a type of the whole batch.
.One of the edges had been stamped "Reduced to 1s. 2d.," in the so-called indelible
violet ink- ! say "so-called," because its
indelibility is not always to be trusted.
By exposing the "indelible" inscription
to the sunlight, it faded a little, and to remove it entirely, a gentle rubbing with No.
00 glass-paper was required, the book meanwhile bemg held in a hand-press, or clamp,
made of two pieces of H in. oak, e..1.ch 16 in.
by 8 in., with a i in. ·hand-screw in each
corner. Next, after blowing aw;1y the
1)aper dust thus caused, I brushed the edges
over with red aniline ink, taking care to
squeeze the book extra tightly in the press,
and to avoid leaving any excess of ink at
the corners, and after an hour a second
coat of ink gave the required depth of
colour. When this ink was quite dry I cut
a piece of demy paper, like that . used by
chemists for wrapping purposes, about 1 in.
larger each way than the book, and pasting
it thinly, co:vered the back and sides of the
book, with the object of hiding the illustration and the advertisements of pills
and, other articles from view, and put the
book, with two layers of clean blottingpaper inside and outside its two covers, into
a copying-press to dry. A little practice
will soon enable anyone to cover the
corners neatly. I should advise everyone
to try his hand first on a few waste strips
of cardboard.
When the demy paper was quite dry, the
book alre'ady looked quite respectable, with
its clean white cover and brand-new red
edges. Next I cut a piece of p~rchment a.
little larger than the white demy used above,
and pasting it well backwards and forwards
till it could absorb no more p:.tste, and
giving an extra brush along the edges to
finish up with, I put the parchment over
the white demy and put the book back in
the press, 'Yith dry, clean blotting-paper as
before. When this was quite dry-it must
be quite dry or the book would warp unpleasantly-! ~ut in some suitable fancy
end papers wh1ch I had got from the city
house of Messrs. Marlborough, Pewtress &

Co.

· This finished the inside of the book. To
finish the outside, I ruled a red ink line all
round the front cover, about l in. from the
edge, and double lines, about It in. apart,
diagonally from the bottom left-hand
corner to the top right-hand corner of the
cover. This space was filled with the name
of the book engrossed with red ink in Old
English capitals, and the name was also
'written in the same ~tyle along the back.
The boo~ when finished, looked extremely
'veil, espeClally considering the ot~tlay
which was well under 4d.-and put Its late
compani9ns .to the blu~h. . .
Bookbmdmg techmcahtles have ·been
avoided as my wish was not to deter any·
body who would like to furbish up ~uy stray
books without the expense of seudmg them
to be bound, but who would be disheartened
by any stranO'e terms.
.
This articfe is written from no w1sh to
deter those who seek to do better work iri
bookbinding from making a trial, but fr?m
a desire to show what can be done w1th
very little expense, if only the at~et ~pt
be honestly made and persevered _w1th.
Farther it is a pleasant and profitable
way of'
usinv
and utilising a little spare
'
0
time.
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How. TO

MAKE A QUARTER HORSE-POWER 57EA111' E1VGJNE.

HOW TO MAKE A QUARTER HORSE- -means you -ca;n get the cover to fit, without
looseness, at the proper height. Fig. 39 is
POWER STEA U ENGINE.
turned in har.d wood, -and will enable us to
BY F • .A.. M .
file up the first surface at the end ·of the
bed-plate. The neck of Fig. 39 is made
Tm: BED-PLATE-THE CROSS-HEAD .AND 2±
in. diameter, and ·Should fit the hole
GUIDES-THE FLY-W~EEL.
without shake ; the shoulder, A, is turned
TRE FOUR SURFACES OF THE B ED-PLATE, AND HOW exactly square and flat ; the long shaft is
TO BRING THEM TRUE-SCREWING TBE CYLINredueed for lightness' sake : it may be 1 in.
DER TO THE BED-THE CROSS-READ PIN, AND
ROW TO BOUE TRE HOLE FOR IT-CHUCKING in diameter, and about 1 ft. 3 in. long, and
THE CROSS-HEAD-SECURING THE PISTOY-ROD should be quite parallel. Chalk the surface,
TO CHOSS-Hii:AD-FITTING THE CROSS-READ .A, and put the piu through the ·hole in the
AND GUIDE-BARS-HOW THE CONNECTING-ROD bed-plate; rub .A. against the end by turning
ACTS ON THE GUIDE-1rfAKING THE CROSSREAD PIN AND BORING THE OIL CHANNELS- the wood in the hole1 and note the direction·
of the long pin vert'w ally and lwrizontally;
CHUCKING THE FLY-WHEEL, BORING IT, AND
SLOTTING TRE KEY-WAY.
take out the wood, and file the end surface
EXAMINE the bed-plate casting and the views accordingly. When the eye is satisfied with
of it (Figs. 4, 5, 8, pp. 260, 328), when it will the direction taken by the l)in, measure
be seen that there are four surfaces · to get carefully from underneath the pin to surup true. First, the erid surface (1) against face 2 at both ends, to see whether the pin
which the cylinder is bolted ; second, the is quite level, and from the inner edges of
large facing in the middle on which the slip- surfaces 3 and 4 to the sides of the end of
per-guide works (2); third and fourth, the the pin, to see whether it points fairly down
two smaller facings on which the crank-shaft the middle of the bed, passing exactly
bearings are bolted (3, 4). The three last between them. The surface-_p late may be
mentioned are aH in one plane, and, though applied to finish the end surface ; it need
not necessary, it will be most convenient to not be scraped, however, but left from a
have them planed. In fitting or getting up smooth file. We next apply the cylinder
these parts, we must attend to two things : cover and cylinder, settin~ the screw-holes
first, it is essential that the first surface in correspondence while tne valve-face is
against which the cylinder beds 'should be vertical ; remove the cylinder without disabsolutely at right angles to the other turbing the cover, scribe through the holes
three, or the slipper-guide cannot work in the cover on to the back of the bed, drill
without bending the piston-rod, and the and tap these holes, and now we can screw
rod must point fairly down the middle of the cylinder to the bed.
The slipper-guide, or cross-head, and the
the bed ; secondly, the recess into which
the cylinder cover fits must place the cylin- guide-plates seem to follow naturally, and
der at the correct height above the. three we will take them next. First finish surlast surfaces; this height is given in Fig. 8: face 2 o.n the bed-plate, on which the guide
1 ~ in. Probably the correct way to do this is to slide, scraping it up t rue with the help
would be to mount the bed upon the saddle of the surface-plate, as before described.
of a lathe, so that the line of the lathe cen- Take next · the guide-plates between which
tres shall coincide with the centre line of the the slipper moves; file these top and bottom,
cylinder, then . a boring-bar would be used bringing them to the same thickness all
both to face the end smface and to bore out over; scrape up their lower surfaces and
the hole in it. We 'vill not, however, pro- draw-file their upper; square their outer
pose to make more cutters fQr our bar, s1nce edges and draw-fiie them; for the chamfered
there is another way which will do very edges make a gauge by filing a notch in a
well. If the three level surfaces are not bit of sheet metal with a smooth "threeplaned, these had better be filed up fairly square" file ; use this notch to try the angle
tru~, ~rst of all. Get a spirit-level, and, of the chamfer, filing to the gauge, and
laymg 1t on the three surface$, pack up with watching the width of the pieces so as t o
slips of woodl tin, etc., under the bed-plate keep them parallel. This chamfered edge
as it lies on tue bench, until the three sur- must be brought to a true surface by means
faces come as level as possible; now you of the surface-plate and the scraper. Drill
can file them up, keeping them in one three holes for screws in each piece in the
level plane by trymg them alternately with positions shown in Fig. 5, and make and fit
level and S].lrface-plate. The bed-plate had the four screws seen in the same view,
better be screwe~ down on your bench by which a.re used to push them forward into
wood screws passmg through the three liiCYS. touch with the slipper, but do not bore in
The three fiat surfaces being filed or _p]au:d the bed the holes by means of which they
we turn to the end surface, the hole i~ are held down on to the bed till the slipper
~hich. requires to fit t~e cylinder cover. is made. Now take the slipper itself, and
rhe chameter of the hole lS to be 2! in. and file up first the sole on which it slides,
the height of its centre abovs the plane taking off just enough to make .it 1~ in.
surfaces, 1i in.; therefore, the height of its high to the centre of the bosses. The upper
bottom edge above these surfaces will be part of this slipper guide is called the crossfi in. Lay a scribing-block on the second head; and the pin which goes through it,
surface, and set its point -3- in. high. ; now and is grasped by the small end of the contake a half-round file, and file away at the necting-rod, the cross-head pin ; it is a very
bottom of the hole till the application of the important part of t he engine, and requires
scribing-block shows it to be i in. above the careful workmanship. Look at the view in
level surfaces. Now turn a short conical Fig. 8, and consider what would be the
mandrel of hard woo~ (Fig. 38); make it effect on the working of the engine if that
small enou"h to go mto the hole at the pin did not go throu~h quite horizontally ;
smallest encl, and at the larger end make it look at the plan view m l!'ig. 5, and suppose
the size the hole ought to be: it may be two for a. mom-ent that the hole for the crossor three inches long; rub it all over with head pin was not absolutely at right angles
chalk, and rub it gently in the hole; take <5ut with tha.t for the end of the piston-rod.
and file where th~ chalk appears; continue These · points are worth some carefuL conthus till the cone will go nearly up to the sideration ; it is l\ltt~ntion to just such points
large end, touchin~ also the bottom 0f the as these tlia:t makes the difference between
hol~, when ¥On file .more carefully, f11nd good WGl'·k roqd bad, and they are the very
begm to try m the cylinder cover. By this t hings an amateur is mGst tempted to overI

•
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look. The centre lines of the holes in the
cross-head, for the piston-rod . and for the
cross-head pin, must be: first, at right
angles; second, in the same plane ; third,
in a plane parallel to that of the sole of the
slipper ; fourth, the two planes are to be
I! in. apart. In the angle-phtte we have
the very thing to enable us to fulfil these
conditions. Taking the fourth condition
first: make a little template, like Fig.
40, of sheet iron ; l::ore the hole ~ in. to tit
the piston-r0d, and let the distance from
the centre of this hole to the base be
l! in. Thread this template on to the
piston-rod, and try whether it will touch
the guide surface with equal pressnre
whether the rod be pushed in or drawn out:
this wm test your work, and show whether
the cylinder is really true with surface 2.
Now put the angle-plate on the face-plat-e
chuck, _drive a bit of wood into the hole in
the mandrel, and turn it down to J1 in. ; pnt
the template (Fig. 40) on this, and bring up
the angle-plate till it touches the base of
the template, and fix it there (see Fig. 41).
Thus we shall have fixed the upper surface
of the angle-plate at exactly the same
distance from the lathe cei1tres as the
piston-rod of our engine is above surface on
which the slipper works. Now remove the
template and the bit of wood, and fix the
cross-head upon the angle-plate, the dogs
ho1ding the sole' or slipper down upon the
plate, and the bosses for the cross-head pin
being centred to run true. Fig. 42 will
perhaps make this sufficiently plain. Now
face up the boss and bore it through, when
the hole will be, of necessity, t rue with the
sole ; do not, however, trust to a drill to
make this hole straight; a half -round, or
D-bit, would do it, but nothing else sl·10uld
be trusted ; if, therefore, the workman doN>
not possess a ~ in. D-bit, let him bore with
a -r1.r in. drill, and true out the hole with a
fixed tool in the slide-rest, leaving it rather
less than .g. in., since it must be cleaned out
witl).-a fluted reamer to fit the pin. Having
bored this hole, turn a little rod about ~1 in .
long, or more, . that will fit into the hok:,
being quite parallel its whole length ; turn
the cross-head one-quarter round upon the
sole, and fix it so that the boss of the pistonrod runs true; thread the rod through the
hole just bored, and measure vet·y carefully
from the ends of this rod to the face-plate
chuck, altering the setting of the cross-hea.ll
until these measurements show by being
equal that the hole is parallel with the face
of the chuck, and therefore exactly at right
angles with the centre of revolution. Now
face up the boss for the piston-rod, turning
the outside as far as possible; then bore
with a 160 in. bit into the first hole, as seen
in Fig. 5, and cone out this hole to ~ in.
with the fixed tool in the slide-rest, using a.
very sharp and rather pointed tool, and
setting the cutting point at exactly the
height of centres. By this method of procedure we ensure the accomplishment of
the four conditions befor~ stipulated, ancl
the plan forms a good example, which is
very likely to be of use on other occasions.
Having prepared the hole for the end of the
piston-rod, put the piston and its rod into
the lathe once more, and turn the end of thu
rod to fit the hole, observing the dimensions
written along the rod in Fig. 5 ; drive the
cross-head on to the rod, drill a ~ in. hole
right through for a pin to hold it on, anll
put a slightly taper reamer in to enlat·ge
the upper end of the hole.
In an ordinary way there would be a
flat key to secure the piston-rod into the
cross-head, but this would be a much more
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difficult job to accomplish; and, since the red marking would be rubbed on the guide sole of the slipper-guide in the engine we
pi;-;ton-rod hi of mnple strength, it will not surface and inside the guide-bars; the cross- are making. But let the motion of the
pull in two even though half its cross sec- head would be rubbed up and down and crank be continued past D to E, and let
tion i-; cut aw<lY by the round pin. More- then pulled out, the piston-rod coming out the connecting-rod take up the position of
over, the pin mn.y be of good steel, hardened of the stuffing-box. Thus the chamfer of the dotted line, B E ; now the piston.rod is
:lnd spring-tempered; it will not then shear the slipper can be quickly tried, examined, pulling the crank, yet the side pressure at n
in t\YO. Also it is quite easy to put a little and corrected, and then put in a.gain. Don't is still downwards, and not upwards, as one
" draft " on the pin, so as to make it tend to say those fateful words, "It '11 do," till the might have SU,Pposed. If, however, the
dr:tw the rod into the cross-head; all that marking shows the chamfered edges and sole direction in wh1eh the engine runs were to
is required, n.fter reaming out the hole and of the slipper really touch all over. Then be reversed, then the pressure on the guide
fitt.ing tbe pin, is to put a small rat-tail put on the piston, and test once more.
would be continually in an upward directile into the hole in the piston-rod, and file
Here it should be understood that the tion, and our guides would require to be
away a very little at 13 (Fig. 43), and into the particular form of guide which has been modified. As it is, the pressure comes on
cross-head, a.rHl file away a little at A, A - · described is suitable .for an engine which the broad sole of the slipper, and is received
' a Yery little will do it,
by the solid metal of
and the plan often
the bed, the guidecomes in handy.
A•
bars merely acting as
F ig. 3S.
Having put the
saf~guards.
·
t
"-.)
~
cross-head on the rod,
. We may now un•
driven in the pin sedertake the cross1\..
curely, and marked
head pin, as seen in
'
",<!10
N
the rocl so that it may
Fig. 8. This is to be
.
be put in always the
made of mild steel.
V
l ).g. 43~.
' . .
same way, rub some
Take a piece of Bessemarking on the guide
mer t in. diam eter,
'
"' I<'
13
surfr.ce, and tl'y the
and about 2! in. long,
I
workin rr of the crossand bore ri g ht
through the centre a
head by pulling it up
hole if in. in diaand down whilst the
meter ; this is for the
piston and cylinder
oil or grease to pass·
are in position. NoCountersink
both
tice whether the sole
ends of this hole to
of the slipper bears
fit the lathe centres.
all over on the guide
The hole must after:nu·face, or wh ether
wards be plugged up
the front or back
at both ends ; or it
edge is lifted ; if so,
might be bored not
take the cross-head
Ftg.4l,'
quite through, as
off the rod and corshown at Fig. 8 ; at
rect the sole with the
any rate, the piece
scraper: it should not
must be a little too
require much if om
long at first, so a.s to
directions have been
allow for removing
observed. We hav(t
!J
the countersunk part
now to file ur> the
and squaring up the
slanting edges
the
ends. Take a i in.
slipper parallel with
taper fluted reamer,
the piston"rod and
and clean out with it
w~th each other, and
the hole for the pin
to the same angle as
'
in the cross-head so
the guide-bars. Test
that it can be driven
FJ.g,.d."
your work as you
-"·'
in up to~} in. of the
proceed by laying the
c
h ead.
nile in that
cross-head and two
position, bore the
guide-bars ia posi_o____
0
0
hole for the little tin.
tion upon a true sur--B
set - screw, seen iu
face, as in Fig.44, and
• A
p
Fig. 5, opposite the
........
observing whether
piston-rod, lettin~ the
the guide-bars and
-·- -·
- .- point of the drill cut
Iig 44;
piston - rod are all
0
0
0
Fig-..45.
a little way into the
E
three parallel. (The
piston should be Fig. 38.-Wooden Plug for trying Hole 1n Bed-plate. Fig. 89.-Wooden Template for testing Bed- cross-head pin. Take
plate. Fig. 40.-Templat e. Fig. 41.-Mode of using Templa te to set Angle-plate to exact out the pin from the
taken off the rod, else
height . Fig. 42.-Mode of chucking Cross-b ead. Fig. 43.-Mode of securing Piston-rod into cross-head, tap this
it will be in t he way.)
Cross-bead. Fig. 44.-How Chamfer s on Cross-bead a.re t est ed for Parallelism. Fig. 45.- hole and fit the setWhen this is the
Diagram t o explain Action of Connecting-rod on Guide. Fig . 46.- Mode of chucking the Fly- screw, then drive in
ca.se, fi nish filing up
wheel.
t he pin again, and
the cross-head, elongate the holes it:~. the guide- bars, as will run chiefly, if not entirely, in <?De fix it so with the set-screw, winch m.ust
shown in J.l'ig. 44, place it and them in direction. Every reader who has studied enter the little hole made for its pomt.
position on the guide surface, mark through the I ntroduction should know by looking at Now bore the oil channels, as seen in
the holes in the guide-bars on to bed, to Fig. 4 in which direction the engine will Fig. 8 ; first bore with -\ in. drill from
the cros~-head
give the l)Ositions of the six holding-down run. The eccentric precedes the crank the centre of the top
screws, drill and tap these holes, and put in by a little more than a right angle, and right down through the cross-head pm and
t>he screws to hold down the guides and the therefore the engine wheel, as seen in .li'ig. 4, out at the sole ; this will supply oil to the
four others used for advancing them side- will turn round in the same direction as do sole of the slipper. Then bore across the
bot.tom of the hole from one side chamfer
ways into contact. N ow slide the cross- the hands of a clock.
I n the little diagram at li'ig. 45, A n repre- to the other, as seen in Fig. 8 ; bore also
head and piston-rod up and down, the
piston being removed and the rod passing sents a piston-rod, B c a connecting-_rod, the two short holes from the top of the
throu?h the stuffing-box. Watch whether c F a crank, and c DE a crank circle. Now, cross-head pin to the central hole, which will
the cuamfered ed~es of the slipper are in if the piston be driving forward the crank enable the lubricant to reach the two b~r
perfect contact w1th the guide-bars, and from c towards D, were there 110 guide at B ings at the forked ~nd of the cont:tectmgC()rrect them till they are. I t will take for the cross-head, the tendency.would be to rod. The single lubncator sc~ewed lt}to !he
some little time and trouble to do this bend the piston-rod downwards. It is this top of the vertical hole supphes lubncat10u
properly, bnt it is worth the trouble. The tendency which is resisted by the broad to a ll these five surfaces.
•
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ON HAND

SAws.

421

Fig. 46 shows how the fly-wheel may be.
sold, some of the points to be desired in a
NOTES ON HAND sA. w s.
good one, with a. few hints ou testing, may
mounted on a 10 in. face-plate chuck for
BY M. POWIS BALE, M.INST.M.E.,
not be out of place. In selecting a saw, see
boring ~ in. hole for. crank-shaft: It is .16
A.M.INST.C.E.
in. m diameter, a.nd if the gap m a 5 m. .A.utkor of " Woodworkin{l Machinery," '' Sa~u first that the handle is comfortable to the
lathe were 3 in. deep, the wheel could be M ills : their .A.N"Clngement and Jlfanagcment," "A grasp and ma-de out of thoroughly seasoned
mounted as shown, the hole bored and
wood. Beechhandles, with countersunk rivets,
Handbook for Steam Users," etc.
slotted for the key, and the boss turned.
are preferred by many. 'l'he blade of the saw
Possibly the r im might also be turned, SELECTION OF A HAND SAW-8AW SHARPENING- should be of as thin a gauge and as narrow
but it would be with difficulty. It is not
VICE FOR BENCH-VICE VmRATION-FORMS as the nature of the work it has to do will
OF T EETH OF SAWS- ACTION OF RIP SAW- permit.
necessary to have it turned, though it d oes
A thin and narrow saw wastes less
B EVELS OF TEETH-SETTING SAWS-SPRING- wood and will work with less friction thn11
certainly improve the appearance of. the
SE'l".UN~HAMMEB-SETTING.
engine, provided it be kept clean and bn~ht.
a thick and wide one, consequently it
This rim, like the planing of the bed, n).Ight ON. no point connected with wood conversion requires less power to drive it; at the same
• well be left to an engineer or to whoever do opinions differ so much as in what is the time, it will usually be found th<.\t the steel
supplies the castings. In Fig. 46, A is the best shape and cutting angle of saw teeth, used in thin blades is of finer quality than.
face-plate; three of the arms are grasped by imd the proper method of sharpening them. in thick. Care must be taken, however, that
clamps of iron, B, B, B, and under each arm This is, perliaps, more particularly the case too thin a blade is not selected, and that the
beneath these clamps
saw is stiff in work,
are three pieces of
as, should it " buckle,"
hard wood which
it may give a great
hold the boss of the
deal of t rouble. Bend
Fig.
9.
wheel off the facethe blade of the saw
plate.
When the
thoroughly, and see
wheel had been adthat it has a good
justed to run true
flexible spring, and
and the clamp screws
will fly back to its
firmJy fixed, the boss
origi nal position
would be turned and
without marking or
the hole bored, first
buckling t he blade.
with a small drill,
Examine the blade
and then with larger
carefully in a bright
ones, till nearly the
light, and see that it
right size, when it
has been properly
would be finished
hammer ei:.l and
Fig.
3.
with a fixed tool in
gt·ound. See that it
the slide-rest, using
is carefully set and
a sharp tool and a
Pig-4 .
sharpened, and not
very light cut, and
too seft i·n t emper, or
trying in the hole a
it will rapidly dull
bit of t in. turned
and require frequent
bar, to make quite
r e-sharpening. If the
sure it is turned
saw has been" hamparallel.
mer "-set- in contraThekey-waywould
di stinction to
Fig. G.
be most easily made
"spring "-set - withby slotting in the
out fracture to the
lathe -i.e., fixing a
teeth, it is a very
Pig.
5.
slotting tool on the
fair test as to the
slide-rest. holding the
quality of the steel.
work still, and movThe blade should
ing the tool into the
ring clearly when
hole by \vorking the
struck with the finsaddle a long by the
ger, and when sprung
rack. As, however,
B Fig
. .7.
over by hand it
an amateur may not
should not jar in the
think it worth while
handle. .Finally, if
to make a slotting
possible, try the saw
tool for this key-way,
on a piece of difficult
and that in the boss
cutting wood, and
of the eccentric only,
~ee how it behaves :
he may do the job by Figs. 1, 2.-Saw Teeth that may be filed square across. Fig. 3.-Sa.w Teeth with Rounded if it cuts fast and
Gullet. Fig. 4.-Cross-cut Teeth for Soft Wood. Fig. ts.- Ditto for Hard Woad. Fig. 6.simply marking the
'M-shaped TeetQ. Fig. 7.- Saw for cross-cutting Logs. Fig. 8.- Bench Vice to hold Saw during clean with a moderposition of the keySetting. Fig. 9.- Pa.tent Saw set for bending Saw Teeth.
n.te expenditt;lre of
way by two lines
power, it is what you
drawn inside the hole by the point of the with power-driven circular and mill-web require. Increment teetb: have of late
t ool which was used in the slide-rest for saws, and is proved b\9' the fact that there come more into use--that is, the point of
finishing the hole. To do this, the work are at least one hundred varieties of teeth the saw is arrano-ed with finer teeth than t.he
would be held still whilst the lines were in use ; l?ut it applies, to a certain extent, heel-and are liked by many operators, as
drawn by moving the saddle along the bed to hand saws. The few notes given here, I the fine teeth commence the cut smoothly,
by means of the rack. This metliod would trust, may be of some service, and I shall and the coarse teeth prevent t he su.w clog•
ensure that the key-way should be marked not be accused of egotism as I simply give gm
g.
out parallel with the hole of the wheel, and an opinion and nothing more.
Saw Slta1~pening.-Ha~ing ~elected ~mr
then the cutting could be done with the
Selection of a Hand Saw.- In selecting a saw, now comes the questton of sharpemn&'
chisel and file. The key-way is not "sunk" saw, for whatever purpose, do not be it. This is usually done with a th-ree-sidecl
in the shaft as is usual but bears simply tempted by a low first cost, as this is no saw-file. These are generally cut in three
upon a flat filed on the shaft, and therefore criterion as to its ultimate cheapness. What degrees of fineness. A second-cut or smoothit should be rather larger than usual, since it is required is a blade made of the very best cut file is best for shat·peming a hand saw.
id absolutely essential that it should fit well, qu~~io/. of steel, combining, ~far as may. be, Select a file of the very best ctuality, about
and hold the wheel to t he shaft without the fleXIbihty and to1,1ghness w1th a sufflclent 10 in. long, and see that the teeth are cut
sli~btest possibility of turning on it, for degree of hardness to allow of the steel perfectly even, and the colour of the file is
th1s would produce a knock at every stroke; car~ing a good cutting edge. A saw bear- uniform. If it is of a whitey-grey coloni·
and any slight looseness there might be a.t ing the name of a maker of repute should, t hroughoutt it shows that the temper is
first would continually increase. Then make and usu~lly does, give satisfaction ; but as uniform; out if it is . mottled, you may
key-way i in. wide and fu in. deep.
a great numl>er of very inferior ones are conclude that the t emper is uneven.
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To sharpen the saw, clamp it in a saw
vice. 'l'he clamps should be of hard wood
of about 3 in. deep by l in. in thickness.
'l'he upper edges of the wood should be
cha.mfered off considerably, so as to allow of
tlw fi le being held at an angle. The saw
bLtd,e should project slightly above the top
of the clamp, bnt not sufficiently far to
allow of any vibration on i t, or it will very
soon strip the teeth of the file, and rapidly
w·~:l.L' it out. 'l'he clamps and saw can be
held between the jaws of the bench screw.
:)cveral excellent saw vices, well adapted
for amateurs, are now made which sprin~
the saw slightly, and so prevent vibration of
the blade when filing. Vice vibration may
he reclnced considerably by fitting thick
strips of indiarubber between the jaws.
Fig. 8 gives a sectional view of
a Yery simple fot·m of vice for fixing to
work-table or bench. It is very handy, and
will be found well adapted for amateur and
gt!ueral u~e. Its action will be readily
'· understood from the illustration.
We will first consider brieliy the sharpening of a hand rip saw. The forms of teeth
most generally in use are shown in Figs. 1,
2, and 3. Fig. 1 is, perhaps, the most
common, and, in my opinion, undoubtedly
the worst form of the three ; No. 2 a better
form ; and No. 3 by far t'b.e best, altho.ugh
the most troublesome to sharpen.
In
ripping with the grain of the wood, the
saw· teeth should act like a series of small
chi::;els, producing minute chips or shavings
instead of fine dust ; if this latter is '\)l'Od Need by a rip saw, it is grinding, not cutt1ng.
Correctly . speaking, saw teeth should be
adapted and modified in shape and set to
snit the nature of the wood they have to
cut ; but as a hand rip saw has usually to do
various kinds of duty, all that we can do is
to select a tooth that can be U!'ed with
tolerable success on a considerable variety
of woods. The tooth shown in Figs. l and
2 is often filed square across, and this will
answer fairly well for straight-~rained wood;
but as cross-grain is constantly met with, I
prefer to file the teeth with a slight bevel.
After the sa.w is set, some sharpeners give a
bevel to the points of the teeth by holding
the file at right angles to the saw. Owing
to the rounded gullet, the teeth of Fig. 3 are
much less liable to crack at the root than
:Figs. 1 and 2, which have an angular gullet.
M-shaped teeth, similar to Fig. 6, are now
largely used, chiefly in America. They have
cutting edges both back and front, and will
cut in both directions. They are usually
beYellecl and set alternately, and, if kept in
good ot·der, will cut rapidly.
The action of a saw when u~ecl for ripping
or cutting with the fibres of the wood is
entirely different from one used for crosscutting or severing the fibres of the wood
transversely. The shape of the teeth and
tbe method of sharpenit!_g should, therefore,
be entirely different. 111 the case of a
rippiug saw, the action of the saw is chiefly
a splitting one,* the saw teeth acting like a
senes of small wedges ot· chisels driven into
and separating the longitudinal fibres of the
wood ; whilst with cross-cutting saws, the
fibre of the wood has to be severed across
the grn.in, and is comparatively unyieldin~,
and the teeth of the saw meet with muclt
more resistance ; it is therefore found necessa.r~ to make the teeth considerably more
uprtght and more acute or la,ncet-shaped .in
th eir form than for cutting with the grain.
l<'ig. 4 represents cross-cut teeth, adapted
for soft wood, and Fig. 5 teeth for hard
• See " Saw Mills : Their Arrangement and
M::1.nagement" (1\f. Powis 131\le).
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NOTES ON.HAN.D SAWS.
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wood ; the teeth for med'ium wood .beiqg all the teeth made as uniform as possible in
at an angle about midway between the two. shape, length, and gullet, comes the im'£he faces of the teeth should be sharpened porta11t operation of setting the teeth so as
to a keen edge, so that in work; they may to afford a ready clearance for the sawdust.
have a direct cutting action similar to a This is apparently a simple operation ; but
series of knives. For soft wood the 'teeth · to secure absolute uniformity in setting by
should have a full set, and care should be the use of the common saw-set is not by any
taken that the teeth . are made of sufficient means easy, consequently greater power is
depth to allow of an easy clearance for tlie required to work the saw. The longest
sawdust. About eight or nine teeth to the teeth having the greatest set, are rapidly
i nch can be recommended for general J>Ur- worn down, and the work turned out i!>
poses. For bard wood there should be about scored and rough. At the same time, the
ten teeth to the inch, and the back of the saw will run from the line to the side of the
teeth filed square. Do not file all the teeth saw on which there is most set. If a saw is •
from one side, but file the front of all teeth properly and uniformly set, the teeth should
set from you, and the back of those set form .an angular groove one with the other
towards you. Some sawyers recommend when held up to the light and look_ed at
going over a saw several times to get the from point to heel. The amount of set
b est results. The last teeth of cross-cut necessary to allow an easy motion to the
saws should be rounded at the points to saw without pinching it or allowing it to
prevent tearing when entering a cut. .
rattle will vary according to the nature of
One of the great difficulties found in the wood-clinging and stringy fib red woods
hand sharpenin~ is to get the bevels of the requiring more set than hard woods; but no
teeth exactly ahke. A number of mechani- more set should be given to a saw than is
cal arrangements to guide the saw and absoh,1tely required, as the more the set the
effect this object have been tried with more greater the power required to work, and the
or less success. In the best with which I greater the loss of wood.
am acquainted there is a circular casting,
Two kinds of setting are used for hand
divided and indexed from its centre each saws-viz., spring-setting and hammer-setway, giving bevels for each side of the saw, ting. In the former the teeth are bent from
or. square a~ross. The file is fitted into- a.. the line by a saw set; in the latter they are
gmde, and 1s held by a set-screw. The · set over by a blow from a hammer.
index shows the pitch at which the file is
In using spring-set, it is necessary to
set, and a rod passes through holes in a slightly over-set the saw, to compensate
graduating ring and guides the file. The for the tendency of the teeth, especially
frame upon which the ring is held slide$ in when worn and dull, to spring back to their
grooves cut on each side of the vice in which original position. Several capital contri
the saw is fixed; a table connected with the vances are now made for spring-setting~ so
guide is arranged and indexed so as to give arranged that all the teeth can be reaaily
the required bevel and pitch for the kind of set to one line, and when the instrument is
saw to be filed, and it is only necessary to fixed it is impossible to overset a tooth ; and
set the ring for the bevel, .a nd the indicator should the saw be found to bind at any
for the pitch, and the apparatus is ready for particular point, the teeth can, 'with this
use. As the filing is proceeded with. from contrivance, be set into line, and any extooth to tooth, the frame follows, giving the cessive friction reduced. I illustrate heresame bevel, pitch, and size to each tooth on with such a set (patent) by Fig. 9, which is
one side of the saw the same as on the other, adapted for setting either hand, circular,
thus leaving the saw, when finished filing, mill, or band saws. Its operation will be
with the teeth all uniform in size1 pitch, and readily understood from the sketch and the
bevel, so that each tooth \vill do 1ts share of following directions for use : Hold the saw
cutting equally with the others, thus turn- with the teeth upwards ; adjust the die, n,
ing out more and better quality of work by means of the screw, A, in the end ~f the
with a less expenditure of power.
set, so as to have the angle on the die, n,
After a saw has been sharpened, it should come near the base of the tooth on a fine
be carefully jointed, or, in other words, it saw; on a coarse saw, have the angle of the
should be laid flat on its side and the:teeth die strike the tooth about two-thirds down
rubbed down with a whetstone or smooth from the point. Set the guard, E, 0n 'the
file to remove .any feather. edge tb~t ~ay be underside <?f the set for~ard to about -h in.
left by the file in sbar1;1emng. This g1ves a from the die, B ; then let the set hang lqose
larger and better cuttmg edge to the saw. on the .saw. When thus bel~, the space
If the points of the teeth o?lY are allo~ed between ~he tooth an:d the ~I~ shows the
to do the work, the action IS a scratchmg am<?unt of set you w1l.l be givmg the sa~"·
and not a cutting one.
.
To mcrease th~ set, move the guard, E, still
For cross-cutting logs With a do~ble-hand closer to the d1e ; to decrease the set, move
saw I can. recommend a saw with te~th the guard back.
·
similar to :E'ig. 7, instead of ordinary crossSaws set by the blow· of. a hammer or
cut teeth, as it is much quicker and cle~uer pu~ch are apt to be mor~ Irregular than
in cuttinrr. These saws are of Amencan ~prm~-set saws; the operat10n should, thereorigin, where they are now largely used. fore, oe very. caref.ully done, and the ~eet-h
The cuttin~ is done by the teeth marked A, constantly tned .with a gauge or straightand the to;th marked :p acts ·as a clearer ; ~dg~, so that all the· teeth should be exact~y
this latter is filed about ~in. shorter than m li!le. Hammer or swage-set teeth .will
the scorer teeth. The teeth are often form ed stand well up to their work in .cross-gramed
on both edges of the blade, and when one and knotty- ":ood, whilst sprmg-set teeth
set are worn down they are knocked off, and are rnore mchned to dodge the knots. I
the other edae of the blade used. The saw have seen saws working with part of the
is made slightly curved, and the handles teeth ~pring-set and pa~t hammer-set, but
reversible. Fourteen gauge ste~l is used. th~ difficulty ?f keepmg them exactly
From experien ce I can - say this form of umform neutralises any advantages the plan
saw is rapid and easy to work,. and does not may possess.
.
..
bind in the cut · at the same t1me comparaBefore attemptmg to set and sharpen h1s
tively little set is required. It will cut well own saws f?r actual work, the .a~1ateur
both hard and soft wood.
should practise on. an old saw "Inch hfl
Setting Saws.-After the saw is filed, and cannot possibly spoil.
•
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MY FIDDLE-CASE: UOW I JIADE IT.
DY O. B.
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IF I were asked to define man, I would say
he is a creature sensible of increasing needs.
No sooner has he satisfied a. want than he
feels possessed of a. capacity nil the larger
for having accomplished his object. Thi.s ~s
the basis of all human progress, and of tlus
feeling a.ll men are more or less conscious.
These retiections have been occasioned
this wise. Having made a music-stand, I
soon be~an to feel that I was sadly in want
of a fiddle-box. It is true I h1td a box:, but
the mot·o I looked at it the more I became
d i::;satisfied ; and for thi~ reason. Nearly
thirty years ago I became possessed of R
very fine old instrument. I gave a. cabinetmaker an order to measure the fiddle for a.
suit of mahogany and baize, wl\ich in due
time came to ha.nd with the "little bill ; "
but one may imo,gine my annoyance at finding that to reduce the size of the box he
had actually short ened the bow to the
extent of two inches.
Aud here I am reminded of a circumstance which ca.me under my notice a little
while a.go. Being in a. town at a distance
from 'llly residence, I was accosted by a.
stranger who hncl seen my name announced.
He wanted to know if my no.me had not
appeared in WoRK, to which I pleaded
gtlllty; whereupon o. conversation ensued
as to tllC merits of the paper. His opinion
was that many of the articles were very
n.mateUI'ish-for example, one on a musicstand. I ma.intained that ono advantage
or WoRK. wns that a.mateUI's wrote for
a.matems as well as professionals for professionals, and that having faced difficulties,
they were better ttble to explll.in them than
the professional workmu.n, who, from his
freCJuent repetitions and mechanical opemtions, had long since failed to notice the
difficulties. And further: it must ha.ve been
observed many times over that when a professionn.l gives instruction in his a.rt, either
from stronger professional j ealousy or other·
wise, some essential-some pinch of saltis left out, so that the explanation is
much like that of a professional conjurer :
"You don't see exactly, you know." But,
granted that o.n amateur does his work
amateurish, what then 1 Do not professiona ls make blunders tha.t an amateur
would be ashamed of~ What amateur would
ma.kc a box to fit a. fiddle and then cut a
grn.nd old bow to fit the box 1 Well, it was for
this reason I rliscovered I needed a new one·
for the young people had to carry the bow i~
paper when they went out with their firldle ·
and besides, the box itself wa..<~ of such ~
:'lhnpe thn.t some vulgar little boy cried out
.. 1rcigh ! see that lass : she has got 0. coffin ! ,l
ancl truly, it only needed the uppet· corners
to be tu.kcn oft' to be the exact pattern of a
box for "mortal remains;" but then, it was
made by a professional, so there is some
comfort in thn.t.
1'he pattcm and the material cost me some
thought. '!'here wa.s the ordinary roundended ca._qe, hut to make a presentable one
of thi~ pattern, even if I o.vo.iled myself of a.
Hutch cheese-box to provide the circular
end~, did not seem very easy. Then there
was the coffin pn.ttern, but I could not contemplate that with nny pleo..qure. There was
only one that I could think of, known, I
ueheve, a.s the French pattern. This seemed

.

AN EARLY RISER's FRIEN.D.
to be the best.· H aving a good stock of
walnut-wood by me for fretwork I considered this to be most suitable. Shooting
one edge true, I measured and marked otf
two pieces for the sides (as Fig. 1), the long
ed~e 2 ft. 8 in.• short edge, 1 ft. 11 in., and
10 m. wide. These were carefully cleaned
up. To make the ends the .qa.me angle, they
were planed together, and then the ends
reversed and planed up again. By this
means the ends were got true. Two pieces,
I Qt in. by 4~ in., for the ends ; one piece,
24 in. by 5 m., for the top ; and nnother,
29 in. by 5 in., for the bottom.
The end
pieces were made the same width, and one
ena of each squared off.
How should the box be joined up wns a
consideration. The wood was tlnn, so I
decided on the following plan: - I cut a
~ in. plank into t in. strips, and glued and
screwed a strip on the inside edges of the
end pieces, which would be joined to the
sides, being careful to use such screws as
would not come through. When the ~lue
was hard. I carefully squared up the edges.
I now l1ad a. good .A in. surfnce to join the
side to, which was ~one by glue, and three
screws driven in from the outside. Before
the glue set the work was tried, to see that
it wa.s true. The top and bottom of the end

-

attention. Across one corner, ns shown in
li'ig. 2, a piece of wood Wl\.S secu1·ed hy
blocks, and o. lid hinged, n.s a receptacle for
strings, etc.
1
At the opposite end a ricce of wood wn.q
cut with a. fret-saw, to fit the end of the
instrument. 'l'his wns glued in its po~ition,
and secured with blocks. A piece of stout
cardboard was then hent and fastened to tho
hollow wood with pins ; this rcayhed to
the bottom. Mcasurin~ where the neck of
the fiddle would come, a strip of wo<><l was
glued across the lower half, with n slot to
take the neck. By this mean!:! the instrument is kept in its place. A packin~-pier.o
was secured from this divhnon, ~hmting
towards the tail, so that the instnmtL'IIt
should bed firmly. On this, cotton wn<lding
was laid. 'l'he sides autl hottolll were now
lined with volvet. In the lid, on the lon ~cr
side, two pieces of pine, a in. long, were
glued, to hold the bow, which is kol>t in
place by small brn.ss buttons. 'l'lw li( was
also lined with Yelvct.
When the inside was linen, the outside
was polished, after which the hin~cs ntHl
handle were replaced, nnd the case, thus
completed, presents an clcl:tant appcnro.ncc.
On the prmciple tha.t t.ho kitten c:Ln go
through a,n opening largo cn o n~h f()l· the
cat, I made my box dcc(l enough to take
the llighc~t model fiddle I ha.vo, go that a
fiat model can be taken equally well.

AN EARLY

l' IUE~n.

DY C. llfAYNARD WAT.KER.
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Fig-. 1
,

.

Ar.AHUM- DniRNf\tONR- CT.OCit
ll'l'R-CASI•:- 1'

·If

~0

l f -- - - - Fig.2
Fig. L- Piddle-caae in Iaometrioal Perspective.
Fjg, i.- Plan or Case within.

pieces wero now planed off level with the
sides, and the inside- edges of eoch were
lined with strips, to increase the thickness
nll around. Then the edges were planed
and squared up, and care taken that there
was no winding on the edges. The top and
bottom were now :{>Ut on with glue and
screws, precaution be tUg taken that the screws
were put at equal distance by mCMnrement,
else they would present an unsightly appearance when the case was completed.
The work was now put on one side to dry
and ho.rden, when the screws were withdrawn, and the whole sul'face was worked
up as smooth a.s possible : first with n. fineset ·sharp plane, and then with gluss-paper.
'l.'he screw-holes were countersunk, and the
scre\vs replaced. 'l.'he ca.se was now cut in
two, leaving a. caddy-lid 1 in. deep. The
edges were pla.ned true, to make a close
joint. On the inside of the deeper ha.lf
along the top a.nd ends a. strip of wood wn.s
glued, projecting tin., so as to form a rehate
for the lid to close over (a, Fig. 2). This bad
to be taken down with a. rebate plane, else
the lid would be t oo t ight. Blocks hnd to
be glued on the inside of the bottom, to give
a foundation to the screws holding the
hinge~ which, in my case, were ornamental
OJ)es nxed to the outside, and not as ordinary butt$. A look and handle were fitt(ld
in , their place. The inside now received
..

ADVANTAGE!'\ OF
}>A
A 111'::1 <H' A l'l' AliA'1'1,;8 --l\L\ 10 N<l
Ul'-'l'mNG::~ TH1•: At .,\11\JU wtr.r. Do-At/1'1.:111~~~
CLOCK-1\IATCH·HOt.LJim
ANn Axf.l·:- St•utn•
LAMP- Hm.m:n ~'Oll Sl'lllKING Sull~'ACt£-}{Jo:-

1-'IX ING CWOK IIIOV.:m:N'I',

How to make :m alarum for early ril'e~,
which will strike a match, light n. lamp,
boil \):ater, maJw tea. ot· colfec, nnd a wnkcn
the Sleeper at n.ny 1'0(\Uired. hour. 'l'ho
advanta~es to be derived from the habit of
en.rly rismg, whether viewed from the point,.;
of obtaining or retaining health, or for the
lesser objects of ncqttiring,we:\lth by clcvoting
more hours to labom, or of riuing Rome pnrticulnr hobby, arc pretty generally nd mi t.tcd;
and while it ma.y he true that most pcrsmts
living in the country practise from choiel)
the laudable ha.bit with a n·~ula.rit.y that is
perhaps hereditary, a1id also that thousands
are compelled to rise early in ordc1· to f<)llow
their employment, whet.her thl'Y like it o1·
not, it is equally trne that n very respertable minority, who, whilo recognising the
advantages of early rising. fail to acquire
the hnbit, either from n. w:wt of strt'ngth of
purpose from nu tural sloe pi ness, o1· from
some otiwr reason equo.Jly flowcrful to kct'Jl
them in bed, nnll who t 1creforo n~un.lly
"oversleep_" themselves - unlike the lnte
Duke of Wellington (the Iron ])uke), who is
reported to have uttered a.nd n.ctcd upon the
sta.tement that "when a man tmned over,
it wa.q time to turn out." 'l'ho enot·mons
trade in alarum clocks, cnniod on in this
and other countries, is evidence thnt tho
class of persons referred t o is n very largo
one ; and as, doubth~s~, many of them nro
readers of t his .Mng:tzinc, and thcn'foro
anxious to carry ont ~ome of the cxecllent
suggestions therein, will welcome the instructions here given, whic:h, if cnrefnlly
carried out, will put them in vo~sessil)l\ of a
faithful scrva.nt, which will nunister to their
comfort by calling them at nny desired hour,
•

,.
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and, further, ~ctting the
strike a match· in such a
brea.kf;lst ready at the
position that the match
sa me time.
will ignite a spirit lamp
ln these instrnctions it
under a small boiler, the
is to be understood that
water of which will r un
the p:trts are of such form
C out as soon as it boils into
and of such material as
a t ea or coffee pot, and at
a re be:-;t suitecl to be made
the same moment sound a
11 p by persons capable of
shrill call with a whistle on
d~1ing ordinary soldering
the boiler. The writer has
·with sheet metal, and withendeavoured to arrange the
,mt the use of expensive
parts so that they occupy
tools; therefore, such parts
a
comparatively small
~1 f the a.pparatns which
space, and that the case
could be much better made
shall present a. fairly ornafrom castings and tumed
mental appearance, the
may be with advantage so
front (Fig. I) being a desi~n
aJterecl. However that may
cut out of zinc with tne
be, the present plan will
fret-saw, and the dial of
an..;:;wer every pnrpose.
clock let in behind, t he
:Fig. I represents the
whole sliding up the groove
complete apparatus, the
.
8 referred to in ca.c;e (Fig. 3).
dimensions being: height,
·
The details of the various
~ in._; width, 5~ in.; dept~1, Fig. !.- Apparatus complete. Fig. 2.-Back of ditto; B, Check Spring ; c, Angle-piece. actions of th~ interior '~·ill
<>} m. externally, and IS
now be descnbed. Havmg
taken from a photograph of one in use, and the clockwork In the back of this inner 1 made the outer case, we require to make the
made by the writer. The outer part or case case, at a point I i in. from the bottom and I necessary alteration in the clock. Remove it
is made of tin plate. The internal fit~ings are · l in. from left-hand side, is cut an oblong from the case, and take out the wire holdfast
of wire and tin of the simplest kind, so that hole, I } in. deep by ~ in. wide. This case on the alarm side, so as to be able to raise
anyone capable of "jobbing" tin work may should be very neat)y made and its sides the plate. You can then, with a little care,
under tal~e the work with every probability true to each other, or the finished work .will take out the spring-wheel and spring, cutting
of succctiS. The clock part is an ordinary presont an awkward appearance. We hlt'V-e the latter clear of the bar to which it is
alarum clock, known in the trade as a now to fit up the mechanism, and it will fastened to the clock. Having removed the
" Cottage Alarm," and can be bought through be best perhaps that, at this point, a descrip- spring from the wheel, punch out the rivet
any clock dealer, or direct from Messrs. tion of the general idea should be given. which held it in its place, and in lieu thereof
.Jieyer, Aldersgate Street, E. C., for about We have an alarm clock, which, in its present pass one end of a length of catgut (14 in.)
:3s. od. This will be found a serviceable form, simply sounds a bell at a given hour. through the hole. L eave about t in. of the
article. When purchased, it will be in a vVe want to make the clock carry out our pur- catgut out, tie a small knot, and restore
wooden case, which will of course be dis- pose, so that, in addition to being a,...-akened, the wheel to its position in the clock,
pensed with and put _to some other use.
. we shall be provided wit~ te~ or coffee, ready and fasten. up the plate as bef_ore: In fro!lt
We shall first reqmre to make up the case to hand when the alarm 1s g1ven. In order of the sprmg-wheel, at the wmdmg-up pm,
(!ig. 3), which _wi!l need but little explana- to do this, .we. remove the spring ?f the will be n_oticed a peculiar shaped pi~ce of
t wn beyond pomtmg out that the edges of alarm, and m 1ts place attach a piece of brass, wh1Ch acts as a. stop to the wmder,
the front are turned over on three sides only, cat~ut. Connect this to a piece of mechanism and prevents the work being overwound.
the bottom being left to admit of the front at tne back of t he case, which will carry and We shall require to readjust this later on.
l>liding into its posiFurther down at the
tion; also that the de.
bottom of the works
vice or cut out at the
SPRING
:
will be noticed an
sides is sim ply to
F·
._____
escapement in connecE'
tion with the alarm,
combioe a little ornamentation while
having 3: small wei~ht
strengtheningtheside.
--------------------r.--- on a p1ece of wue,
The cutting· should be
.
'r'
,.,
which acts as a bell,.d.g. '·.
hammer. Cut this
made before the case 'F~g. ~·
is made up ; also the
o~ with wire-cutti_n g
hole, B, 3 in. in diao·
pliers. Also _not1ce
meter, should be cut.
attached to th1s ~wo
'rhe case is quite open
steel pellets, which,
n.t the back, and from
I1g :8.
when the alarm runs
t he front a k ind of
down,
alternately
inner ca.'>e extends 2}
escape, and ~ive t~e
in. inside of tin which
necessary
mternutwill presently' form
·
tent action of striking
the case proper of
-.
i·.~~·
l?lg. 5.
the bell. We do not
1.

•

s....

.

, ·F ig. 6
...

.

~~~--------------._-Flg. 3.- Plan of Top or Case. Fig. 4.-Match-holder and Support (half full size). Fig. 15.-Pulley-wheel (full size)~ with Wire and Screw. Fig. 6.-;Section of Lamp with Sliding Cover pivoted at s. Fig. 7.-Carrier for Friction Surface (full size) : the Dotted Lines show where Edge of Metal lS
t urned up. Fig. B.-Section of Steam Whistle {full size). Fig. 9.-Boller Pipe and Whistle.
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require an intermittent action,. but a continuous run down. So take firm hold of
the lower pellet, and break it off; Being
hard steel, it will readily snap. Hold the
other part firmly, so as not to break both
off. Now set the clock aside for a time.
Then make a bearing to connect the catgut
at right angles, for which purpose we require a pulley-wheel (such as are used by
venetian blind makers, and sol~ i? Lond<?n
about sixpence per dozen). This IS fitted m
the slot in the back of case by passing a
piece of wire through the wheel, and solc!lerjng to the case. .A13 this has to bear a con. siderable strain, the ends of the wire should
· be bent over, and let into the case before
soldering. This will ensure the necessary
strength.
We no\v require to make the matchholder and axle (Fig. 4), which consists of an
upri~ht piece of wire, i in. thick by 4! in.lon~,
to wnich, at a point 1 in. from bottom, 1s
fitted another pulley-wheel, of the same
kind just described. This is readily fastened
by first drilling a hole on each side of the
centre, passing a piece of bent wire through,
as shown in Fig. 5, and soldering to the
upright. Bore another small hole, and insert
a screw, D. This will later on be connected
to the catgut. At the upper end of Fig. 4 will
be seen the match-holder, which is simply a
piece of tin or zinc, 1 in. long by 1 in. wide,
bent over a piece of 1 in. wire,,and pinched
in under the wire, leaving a kind of tube
when the wire is withdrawn. This is soldered
to the upright, 1 in. from the top, and at
Tight angles to the screw, D. A piece of
tinned or brass wire is bent, as E, with an
eye -& in. from the holder, F, leaving It in.
extending in the opposite direction. This
is soldered to the holder and to the upright,
neat and strong. The next operation is to
provide bearings for this work. The lower
one will consist of the bottom of the case.
For the upper one we must make an anglepiece (c, Eig. 2)-a piE-ce of stout brass or
zinc, t in. wide, 7! in. long, bent to a right
angle, 4 in. by 3 in., and soldered, the longer
end to top of case, the shorter end to back
of case, at a point It in. from the right-hand
outside of case. Before soldering up, however, a hole to admit the upright should be
punched in the shorter p1ece, at a point
It in. from the bend. Having soldered this
up, make a corresponding hole in the bottom
of case, exactly under tlie other, so that the
match-holder action-work will be verticalthat is, as shown in Fig. 4. If the measurements have been correctly made, you should
have about-kin. to spare of the upright wire
at each hole ; and you can now secure this
into its place, so that while it is free to
move round, it cannot move up or downi by
soldering at each end a bead of so der
slightly larger than the holes.
We now require a small spirit lamI> (Fig. 6)
~hi.ch is ea.si!y made of sheet zinc.. The lamp
li> circular, with a square base, It m. high to
shoulder, the part which forms the burner
ext~nding t in. higher, having a diameter of
l~ m. A" nank" of ordinary white darninu
cotton cut into three and placed inside th~
lamp forms a capital wick. The latter
should p.ot J?roj_ect above th-=: lamp when in
use, or It will hmder the action of the slidecover. This cover is connected with an upright wire ~oldered to ~ide of Jam:p (Fig. 6),
and at a pomt level w1th top of lamp. A
ledge is soldered to the wire. A hole is made
in the extended side of cover, and is passed
over the wire. A bead of solder on top
serves to secure it, while leaving it free to
move. Across the cover is soldered a semicircular piece of tin, against which the wire

•
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a.t the apposite e~d of match strikes and alarm, you will see the action of the brass
knocks it awa.,y.
stop, before referred to. Take it off and adjust
We have now to make the holder for the it when you have wound. the,. gut up far
st:c.iking surface (Fig. 7), which is given full enough to bring the striker to the rightsize, and is simply a piece ·of tin with edge hand side of case, so as to be easily maniand corner turned over at dotted lines. This pulated in fixing match, and taking out
is attached to a piece of crinoline steel spring, the same. Stop its further turning by
and soldered at its other end to the ri~ht J?Utting the stop so that it can turn no
hand upright of case. It is best before further. Replace the pin. Try the work a
soldering to pierce the steel, and insert a few times, seeing that the alarm escapeportion· of an ordinary pin-the head part, ment frees itself readily, and the work runs
and as mu!!h ·as.is wanted of the stem. The down with a sudden run. This
steel must be softened at the ends to enable being found all riO'ht, paint the
this to be done, which is readily effected by whole (except cloc1{) with black
holding the ends in a lamp-flame till slightly japan, and, when dry, slide into
red, and letting it cool of itself. It can then position the clock face. Fix on
be punched with the point of a centre-punch the hands and pendulum, and all is
or bradawl. The spring, when in position, ready for use. I find about half a
should be curved inwards, s.o that the eye of pint of spirit is used in a fortmatch-holder just clears it. Thus, when the night. As spirit easily evaporates,
projecting match is in the holder, it will the cover must be put back as
strike with some force. I prefer to use soon as lamp is blown out. Do
safety matches-the large size, Bryant and not put the match in holder until
May's-and in the striker I place a piece of wound up. I use a small china
their friction surfaces, which are sold at tea-pot, set under the pipe of boiler,
most Italian warehouses at twopence per for t ea, and a jug for coffee. The
packet. Each sheet cuts into three, and apparatus makes these or cocoa
each of the three is used four times-that admirably, from the fact that the
is, I turn a different corner to the path of water is actually boiling over when
the match each time. Thus, a twopenny it comes into contact with either.
packet will last about nine months, daily
use. I keep the box of matches in the case
at the left-hand of lamp, and solder a strip
of tin upright, which serves as a holder for
AN ASBESTOS LEAD JOINT
the match- box, and keeps the lamp in
RUNNER.
position. The latter is best made with a
BY J. C. KING.
square bottom, and to fit easily into the
space left • f the floor of the case. The lamp,
of course, should be under the hole in top A PLUMBER. is supposed to carry
of case which was provided for the boiler his kit of tools and melting pot~
(Fig. 9), which is 4 in. deep by 3 in. wide. with some solder, with him, and
The top extends ~ in. beyond, all round. do a job at joint soldering in a
A piece of compo. pipe, i in. bore, is place which is sometimes almost
soldered into top, near edge, and reaches to out of sight and often difficult to
nearly the bottom ; or, what is better, cut reach.
the pipe on the "skew," so that the water
Sometimes contriving an applican run easily. A brass screw-cap is used ance to hold up the lead or solder
for the filling hole, and a brass whistle (H) to a toint to be wiped or scraped
is made in an elbow form. Take a piece of in the best manner, the awkward
brass tube, t in. bore, 2i in. long. Saw off position admits of little chance of
! in., so as to make a m~tre, and on the a clean job. The inventions of
longer piece, i in. from mitre, file an angular plumbers' tools have been slow,
cut (Fig. 8). ~top up the longer end with sol- and differ but little year after
der, and insert in the shorter end a piece of year ; yet the want of such handy
cane or hard wood, the exact size of the tube, appliances is felt a.like by masters
having previously filed the top fiat, about and workmen, · especially at the
1
in., slightly more at the mitred end. away-from-shop jobs.
6
Just try it, and if you like the tone, secure
The invention now illustrated
the wood in its place by drilling a very is by William Vanderman, 21,
small hole, and pass a pin in and solder to Church Street, Willimantic, Contube. Now solder the shorter end to top necticut, U.S., and is intended to
of the boiler, having previously made a hole serve for running a joint for soil,
at the spot. Next take a riece of suitable water, or gas pipes, or bell pipes of
ordinary" bell-check" stee spring. Fasten any kind where a joint is poured
the loop end to a piece of wire, and having with molten lead. It consists of a
passed the wire tlitough the base of clock specially woven asbestos rope, with
case, at the right-hand corner extreme point, a safety chain down the centre, ·~@;:;:o
solder underneath, and bend the other end ·with t apering ferrules on the en~s Asbestos
of spring wire over the serew, D, in Fi~. 5, of the rope, fastened to the cham Lead
so that when at rest i t pulls over .the striker with a hook on one end and a coil Joint
a little beyond its proper position of being spring and extension of chain on Runner.
over centre of lamp.
t he other end, to draw round the
·There remains now only to fix clock pipe to get the rope in position below the
movement into positiqn, and connect the joint that has to be run.
catgut (through the opening of clock case
To operate it, make the lap on the top of
back) with the striking work at the pointD. the pipe with ~he taperecJ end under.; d~aw
This is easily done by giving the gut a turn tight, pass cham under p1pe to opposite side,
o:ver D, and tying it to the wire over wheel. let the pull draw on the spring to take up
The gut shQuld be so fixed that it brings any slack of the rope, and attach the hook
baek th~ striker to 'its. position to centre of to chain to keep all tight.
lamp. It will he necessary, of course, to
Be sure there is no space or opening expass the g,ut round tbe wheel, and the point cept the space intended into which the lead
1> should be itt the pooition of right angles is to be poured. If there is, press the joint
to the st~iker. Now, if you wind up.. the .1 runner up close against hub or lap. The

..
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molten lea1l or solder will not injure the
a~bestos or bring any of it off to spoil a. nice
joint.
'l'he usual plan of a putty or clay gasket,
in some job::- ::;tuck up like a. swallow·s nest.
while the solder is baled with a spoon from
a latlle and poured at a.joint, is quite uncert;\.in in result:;, as the clay or putty ma.y be
t (IO hard or too soft, or get into the joint and
spoil it.
~~) do;1ht this invention will lead to
a~hcsto:; l>eltin~ with chain inside for some
·· forms of joint ga:skets.

OUR GUIDE 1' 0 GOOD TUINGS.
• • • Patentee.$, mam~ia•:tw·e1·s, and dealers gen.erCtlly are reqlh'Sitd ro sc>t<i p•·cl')'e•·tusts, I•ill.<, ··le., of their sptcictli·
I iN in IMJI.;, ·mach/11~ry, (t >l<l1corl:shop I!JIJ>liltltC($ to the
J:tlitor of II"VIlt\ jor ·noti<·~ i-n " OILr Uuide to Oood
1'h i11gs." It is d.:simblt that SJ>ecimens slwu<tt be sent
.for tX<t>ll inalio •~ tr nd l••stin!l in all ra.<t$ -when this •.:an be
tlon.c ·u·i tJwut i nrt'Htt•etU<.""n(·~. Stl€c,:mt!nS tit us t"Ct:e i t•etl
1t"ift be 1"dll rnetl (lt th ~ earliest Op)lOI"~Imi/.y. Jt ?IWSt Oe
u nd~•·sto01t that everythi 11g ·which i$ ?toticed, is 110ticed
on it$ uwril$ ou/.y, and th<tt, I!$ it is i n the 110wer of anyon~ ·wlto hos a. 11.<~/ul a•·tide }or $tt/e to obta in ?IWIItimt
of it in th is cle.tx•rtment of Wou 1\ without charge, the
?<Oti<~< gire1~ pa-rb.tke i•~ 1w ·wuy of the ltatnre oj ado:er.
tisements.

61. -?.IESSRS.

~I.o~.nms

A:\D Cooi•E's "VIcTon."

Cu Il.. D':;

CAitlti .\GE.

I=- Yel. II., page 14 2, of \Y" onx, I had the
pleasure of calling the attention oi 1·cauers to

Fig. 1.-Messrs. Marris and Cooke's " Victor"

Child's Carriage.
the orig inal form of the "Victor" Child's
C'arriagn, invented, patentl'd, and manufactured
l.ly .J[e:;srs. ilhrris and Cook!:', of GrimsbY, who
arc also the proprietors of the Victor Bicrcl•)
a~h·crtiscd in thl'se pao-cs.
The "Victor"
Carriage in its earliest form w:ts an excellent
whicle for children, and especially for childrm
·who were strong and act.i,·e enough to take their
tnm in tho shafts nml draw one another; bnt its
n l'w development. certainly has the merit of b eing
nv;rc attrncti,·e in appearance, and is, in evct-y
'qy, more suitable and convenient as a child"s
<·arring·c when mi~tress Ot' maid is the motive
]lOwer. This will be a.p parent t.o all who will
take the trouble to compare the illustration
gi\"f•n abon~ with that in page 142 of Vol. II.,
()\·er which it presents many decidl'd auvantagcs.
.Among thE>sc arc the position and form of the
shaft:; or handles, which are so contrh·ed and
nllixed as to r ender it ttmll'Ccssary for the t:lllest
pcr:;on to stoop when pushino- it; and the carria~o
itself, which is level, or n ear!;· so, when in transit,
n ' mains so whl'n the shafts arc relinquished by
the dri,·er. as when tlw!:'c are let down it r ests on
tlw irons which carry the front step ; ancl, further,
~he ir~ms a_ttachcd to the back of the car prevent
1 ts bclllg ttltNl up beyond a certain extent, and at
tlw same timl' arc not so loog- as to touch the
g round wlwn the carriage is being pnshcd alon..,.
iu a kvel posilion. The front scat is reversible~

[Work-Septembcr19, 1891.
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so that the child who occupies it may sit facing
or with its back to the occupant of the back seat
the fc~t of both children being in the well of th~
car when the children are face to face. By means
of two piece:~ of ·wood laid between the seats a bed
is formed, on which an invalid child can recline
with case. It is well painted and nicely finished;
it mo,·cs easily nnd without jolting on its springs;
and its bicycle wheels are furnished with rubber
tires, which render them absolutely noiseless, and

box. The shorter sides arc at 1·ight angles to one
another, and are furnished, one with a lens and.
the other with a small ground glass plate, 1 ir•.
by t in., on which the image of the object to be
photographed is shown . lt is fitted with perforated lugs for purposes of attachment, and is
supplied at 2s.
'l'HE EvtTOR.

SUGGESTIONS

FOU. WORKERS
Hl~TS TO I NVENTORS.

AND

. A)n.tO:SIA GAs E:-;Gr:>Es.-For >cry many years
mventors have been endeavouring to devi.:;e ~
form of boiler in which ammonia can be pl·ofit.ably used in place of water. As, to give a pres·
sure of 100 lbs. to the square inch, the latter
nlUst be heated to a temperature of 300v, while
ammonia will give the same pressure when
raised to 60° only, the enormous saYing of fuel
secured by using tho latter is obvious. l;nfortunately, however, ammonia is not so cheap as
water by a long war, and its use can only be
commercially successful if the gas e\·oh·cd can
.
be recondensed into a liquid so a::; to be again
Fig. 2.-Tylar's Single Metal Dark Slide: Shut.
subjected to (•xpunsion by · the application of
heat. According to a New York joumal, an
protected by broad mud-guards, which serve the American inventor has succeeded in iitting a
double purpose of protecting the children from condensing apparatus to his boiler, which goes a.
any mnd that may be thrown up by the wheels, long way towards solving the problem. No onu,
nnd also of preventing them from attempting to h0wever, has successfully tackled it on this :.;id0
touch the wheels, which children are sometimes of the Atlantic as yet, and ingenious minds ma~·
apt to do. T he price, earri~ge paid to any pit_·.....,. find the hint useful. It is quite pos ~ible that the
of the U nited Kingdom, is £2 5s. It compares ammonia engine may, under certain circumfaYoumbly with, if it does not excel, any child's stances, form the intermediate link between the
c:.t.rriage of its kind, or any perambulator now in steam engine and the electric motor.
the market.
liiEcHANICAL SnoE BLACKIXG. -Considering
62.-TnAn's NEw PATE:\T SxxGLE l\fETAL
the millions of boots and shoes which require
DARK SLIDE.
blacking daily, it seems strango that no one has
thought of producing a handy little apparatus
This new invention of Mr. William Tylar, 5i, which would s:we time and trouble whE>n
High Street, Aston, Birmingham, and one of his performing this operation.
Electricity has
most recent additions to his already large stock already been pressed into sen·ice to driv\J
of photog-mphic novelties, is specially designed mechanical blackers in certain shops at Paris
fvr use in detective cameras, although there is and some of the larger American cities, but they
nothing about it to prevent its use, generally are fitted up rather to attract customel"S than to
sp<!aking, in nuneras so constructed as to admit effect any economy. l\Ioreover, the a\·erage
of the use of dark slides. I ts construction will be British housekeeper has not, as yet, laid on elecr ecog-niscd from the accompanying illustrations, tricity into his house for motor purposes. The
of which Fig. 2 represents it with the slide irr field is still open for the p,roduction of a cheap,
or do::ed, and Fig. 3 with the slide withdrawn handy, and effective su1Jstitute for the brushes.
or open. To the back of the flat frame, '~hich is It need hardly be said that the shine produced
shown in front, is attached a sheet of metal, by 1-apidly re,·ohing polishers is, as evidenced
moulded in the form of a shallow tray, and the by the electrical polishers to which we refer,
slide or shutter works closely but no~ too tightly much superior to that appearing on the boot
and stiffly in the groove, fo1·med by the back of blacked in the ordinary way.
the frame and the upper SUiface of the margin
WELDI:s"O CoPI'ER.-Amateurs often ask for
oi the bac~, rendering the dark slide absolutely some easily applied process f 01· welding copperlight-proof. Below the groove, two projecting i.e., dispensing with tho use of spelter, and the
pieces of metal arc attached to the sides of the consequent yellow marks along the seam when
the operation is completed. To such the following description of an effecti..-c process may bL~
useful, but it must be premised that great car\J
in its performance is necessary, and that a first
attempt is liable to be unsuccessful. The edges
to be welded should be brought to a dull red
heat, and most carefully cleaned from scale or
ash. Then take 124 parts boracic acid and 358
parts phosphate of sod!l. : mix them thoroughly,
and apply to the seam. Increase the heat until
the metal becomes cherry-nid, and then, using a
~t·oodm (not an iron) hammer, weld the edges
together. Non-success sometimes arises from
either the edgE's being imperfectly cleaned or
from want of judgment as to the colour of the
metal before commencing t o weld. The result,
however, when successful, is very neat.
Fig. 3.-Tylar's Single Metal Dark Slide : Open.
GAs METER. -The recent case, in which a
rim of the so-called t ray. That at A is fixed, and gentleman, dissatisfied with the record of his comone side of tho plate, which is dropped in from pany's gas meter, :fitted an extra one at his o~,·n
the front, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3, expense, which indicated greater consumphon
is pushed under it. The slip at 11 lifts up, as than the official meter, shows the need of a ·r eall!J
shown in the illustration, and is closed down on accurate meter. I nventive ingenuity should be
the plate, thus holding it in position. E\·ery slide directed towards devising an apparatus for proand every shutter are interchangeable. They are viding uniform pressure of gas be~ore it enters the
supplied ·a~ ;} plate slides, at los. per dozen : or at indexing chambers. Gas compamcs usually haYe
20s. in a sling canvas case with focussing screen their meters tested under the :same, or nearly the
register. l\Ir. Tylar sends with this cheap and same conditions, whereas, as every gas-burning
excellent machine-made slide a little finder for resid~nt knows, the pressure from the mains often
detecti ,-c cameras, in the form of a small triangulnr differs widely on different J.ays of the week.
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SliOP:
A CORNER FOR TBOSI!: W.RO WANT TO TALK IT.

•.• Jn

consequence of the great pressure v.pon the

"Shop " colum.ns of \YORK, contributors a1·e
requested to be brief and concise in all future
questions and replies.
·

I~

answering any of tM "Q~testions sulnn:UUd to Corresponden!$," or in referring to anythim.g that has appearet.l
in "Shop," writers ar~ revtated to refer to the number
and page tl/ ·n.wmher of WORK in which tM subject uncler
CtlMidera.tion appeared, and to give the ~tdi·11g of the
paragraph to which reference is made, and the initi<'ls
a?Ul?>lace oj rtsidence, or the 'llhm-M-1>lume, of the 1vri.t er
oy 1vhon~ the q'llo8Stion. kas been asked or to whom a reply
has been alroody gh·e~~. .Answers cannot be given to
quest·ions which do ?tot bear on 81/.bjecU that fairly c:ome
within tM sco~ o/tM Magazine.
I . -LI<."TTER FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Testing the Accuracy of FrameworkJ . C. K. (London, N. W.) writes :-·• In WoRK,
p. 326. I read a simple way of testing the accuracy
of framework by two diagonal n1easurements,
having seen a similar statement, almost, in WORK,
May 2, 1891. thus: 'And a final check on its accuracy taken by measuring it across diagonally from
corner to corner, when, if both diagonals are equal,
the board will be square.' '!'hough I do not think
anyone will be misled into testing for squareness
by this erroneous plan, I venture to send a sketch of
a trapezoid, which has, at I<'ig.1, a baseline and two
lines nearly at right angles to it, forming ends Ol'
sides, each line exactly 4i• in. long and 5 in. on the
top or opposite parallel bne or side of an assumed

4Y.t

•

"'

Fig. j

Fig 2

Framework-testing Diagrams.

•
I

square. ·we will measure the two diagonal lines
shown by the .lines of dots.. '!'.hey are each exactly
the same, 6{; m., yet the stdes are not square with
the bttse line or top line, nor are the sides parallel
with each other. '!'here are several ways of ensuring accuracy of squareness to a frame, etc., by
compasses or rule measure. One of the simplest
and, perhaps, oldest known-practised by the slave
W!)rkmen of Egyp.t and Greece thirty centuries ago
-IS to subtend a Hne from a base to a perpendicular,
the base being as 4, the perpendicular 3, and the
hypothenuse 5. '!'his 3, 4, 5 is an immutable Jaw of
geometric proportion, and proves two sides are
right-angled or square."
II.-QtJESTIONSANSWERED 'BY EDITOR AND ST.AlO'F,

Mo.del Dynamo.-A NOVICE.-Mr. Bottone,
Wallmgton, Surrey, ~11akes a. small model Siemens
dynamo ropal~le of lightin~ a 5 c.-p. lamp and sells
this machin.e for 15_s. ; castmgs in tb~ rough for the
same machme at os. the set. He will also supply
you -..yith a 10 c.-p. machine for 303., or a :!0 c.-p.
machme for 50s. 1f you care to get the castin~s
ancl make the machine yourself you w 111
find full instructions in" Model J<;lectric Lights "published in WORK, No. 92, Vol. II., on Decem be~ 20th
lS!XI. If you choose a. 20 c.-p. machine run it on two
10 c.-p. lamps, instead of one of 20 c.-p. You can get
~!titable l~mps ~rom the vendor of the machine.
I he ma.chu~e w11l work best on a firm foundation,
b~t. as~~ will have to be ~·un at 3,000 revolut-ions per
mmute, It must not be m a shaky position. 'l'he
llunp may be close up to t.he machine it so desired
bnt must not be subjeoted to severe j'olting If
you will read carefully t.he series of articles-on
·• MC?del Electri.cLight~," which appeared in Vol. II.,
I thmk you wJII o'btam all necessary information
on dynamos, lamps, etc. etc.-G. E. B.
• Carbon Plates.- M. C. (Lewisham, S.E.).CM·bon plates may be made of powdered gas
carbon (not powdered charcoal) mixed with treacle
to a paste, compressed in iron moulds of the
required shape, and baked in the moulds. Powdered
charcoal mixed with resin or shellac will not do
for the purpose even when baked in a mould as the
mixture would be too friable, and the plate be a
had conductor of electricity. As carbon plates are
sold at a low price, it will not repay an amateur to
make them himself. Gt.ts carbon may be cut into
plates by means of an old saw or a ~;trip of sheet
1rou improvised 11:-~ a saw, togethet• with wet silver
su.ud. An tlnliuuted supply of elbow gre.a se will

also be requh·ed. As yon can get carbon plates at
a cheap rate from Messrs. Peppercorn, Broadway,
Dept.fot·d; or front Bonney & Co., 19, A venue Road,
Lewisham, it will not pay you to cut them from gas
carbon.-G. E. B.
Bromide Enlargements.- WATER.- Procure
your len~ths of pitch pine wood 3 in. wide by 1 in.
thick. Cut out a groove about in. deep, and 1 in.
from one edge along the side of each piece-which,
of course, must be of the proper length for the tray
in question. 'l'he corners, instead of being mitred
together, are best rebated. '!'he preliminaries
having been made ready, tlle 9rooves and corners
should be well smeared wi th a mixture of ground
red and white lead, made just thin enough, and no
more, to work with gold size. Three sides of the
frame being securely screwed together, a piece of
stout g~s is pushed into the groove, close up,
leaving t in. projecting to fit into the end piece,
w hieh ii! now carefully pressed on, and well screwed
at the corners. Now ,.,.e have a dish with wooden
sides and _g-lass bottom,
but not su1ficientlywa.ter·
tight. Let this dry well
in a warm current of air
for a week, when we c·a n
set to work to render it ab·
solut.ely waterproof with
equal parts of pitch and
paraffin wax carefully melted together, and w ell ·
stirred during the opera.tion. Having warmed the
dish by the fire, and got it thoroughly dry, with
a ladle pour some of the melted composition into all
the corners. inside and out. If it happens to set too
soon, get a hot spatula and rub it in. You will now
have a thoroughly watertight dish, which had
better be ftlled with water, and let stand one night,
to dissolve anything prejudicial that may l1ave been
in the cement. Once mo'~'e dry, and give the wood·
work a coat inside atid out with shellac dissoh·ed in
methylated spirits. When this is dry-which will
be the case in a few hours-the dish is ready for
use. Of COJlrse, small dishes may be made of
lighter wood on the same principle. Pitch and
paratfin wax is one of the best cements for this sort
of dish. 'l'he accompanying diagram will show how
the woodwork is put together.-D.
School of Electrical Englneerlng.-N. R.
(Carlisle).-! think you are perfectly justified in
making strict inquiries respecting the character of
the school and its principal before part.ing with any
money. Although I am not personally known to
any of the gentlemen named in your letter, I should
not doubt their good faith in recommending the
school, as it cannot be of any personal interest to
them to risk their characters by a false representation. 'l'he letters A.I.l<J.E. attached to a name
represent that the owner is an Associate of the
Institution of Electrical En~ineers. On searching
the members' list of this institution, I find the name
among its associates. 'fhe school has been established se,ve~al years, and is, I believe, doing good
work.-G. K B.
Incandescent Gas Bnrners.-C. B. V. (.Aldershot).-lt the pressure of the gas supply is weak, I
thin le the light will not be improved by using incandescent gas burners, as my experience with these
leads me to observe that they are useless when the
pr~ssur~ of gas is low. ~ the pressur~ of gas is
fa1rlyhigh, these burners g1ve out a iflowmg, white,
hot light. and they also give out considerable heatmore than an ordinary burner. '!'hey are useful
where a room is to be lighted and heated with gas.
I do no~ know the particular make mentioned in
your letter, so cannot give the address of the maker.
As you get such a bad li~ht from gas, I recommend
you to get some good oll latnps, as these give the
next best light to good gas, and cost less than
electric lights. If you have the power at hand to
drive a small ·dynamo, th.en, as you have a good
workshop a.nd tools, why not make one, and lay
d'!wn a. small i~stallati_on of. electric light'? You
will find full mstruct10ns lD " Model Electric
Lights," published in Vol. II. of WORK.-G. E. B.
Motive Power for Dynamo.-J. M:. (Hcbbttrnon-Tyne).-Your idea, when worked out, should
result in perpetual motion; if this were possible.
If you could make a. s"'all dynamo to work a
motor with part of its current. and then gear the
motor to the dynamo, and thus work the same
dynamo with its own current-driven motor, you
would completely solve the question of perpetual
m?tion. 'l'his equals the. ic:lea of a , young friend of
mme, who thought lie could a'rrange a system of
syphons to carry the tail water of a mill back into
the mill-pond, and thus prevent waste of water.
Suppose 1t takes, say, 100 units of power to drive a
. small dynamo 3,000 revolutions per minute. Part of
this power will be used up in overcoming friction
in the machine and belting, and part in heating the
wires of the motor, still more in friction of the
motor; so that we shall only get, at the best, about
70 units from the motor. · As some of this will be
lost in the friction of gearins- with the dynamo, we
shall only get about 50 uruts of power from the
motor, or only half enough to dnve the dynamo,
even w hen the motor is supplied with all the
current from the dynamo.-G. E. B.
W:ater En~e.-WA'l:JPR.-It is not possible to
advise you Wl~hout an mspection of the engine.
Cann9t ~ou get a friend in your locality to look t\t
it 1 Any working fitter could do so.-J.
Bench Maker.-J. 0. H . ('fVandsworth).-There
is a cabinet benoh maker in Old Street, St. Luke's,

*
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:KC., nearly opposite Pittleld Street, Hollis by
name ; but carpenters usually make their own
benchee.-B. A. B.
Galvanometer. - GALVAN'OMETERi- Take a
needle, a little thicker than that tlxed in the baseboard, and fix at the eye end a pieco of wood to
form a handle, and using this in the same manner
as a bradawl, work it carefully through between
the coils or wire in the cent.re ot bobbiti, anti when
through, w ork it round to enlarge the hole. an<l
sli-p it over the needle in the baso·board. By using
a httle care, you can get the needle through without inj.nr!ng the co\·ering of the wire. Or you. m~~;y
fix a pn~ m the centre of bobbm before the Wlt·e 1s
put on, and drn.w it out after the wire is wound on.
You must be careful to fix the needle in the lntse
perfectly square f1·om the board, and at tho proper
height for the magnetic needle to be in the centt·u of
the opening; also not to damage the point of the
needle, and to make the conical hole in the brass
very accurate, so that the needle will swinl{ easily,
as this will be more likely to impair the wot·kiug of
the instrument than if you should slightly abt·adc
the covering of the wire.- M.
Frosting Ornaments. - A WouLD-m: DECORA'l'OR.-I haYe ne\·er heard of powdered mica, so
cannot tell you where t.o buy it. As regards your
difficulty, it is evident the acid has not sulticienlly
act(:.d upon the mica ; either it was not stroug
enough, or YOtl did not boil it snfliciently long. Get
the strongest acid and the thinnest sheets ur mica,
and try again, when you ought to succeed.·w. .E. D., Jn.
Chemlcal Apparatus.-J. S. (Little Ho?·ton).Put water into your tlask, and suspend in it, by
means of a string, a muslin bag coutaining your
herbs. As the water distils over, it cal'l'ies with it
a little of the cssentinl oil of the herb. Should any
oil collect on the surface of the water, it can be
drawn ott'. 'l'he oil which is dissolved in the water
can be scparattld from it by saturating the liquid
with common salt, when the oil rises to the surface.
- li'. B . C.
· 011 Painting on Silk. -P. MAcN. (Shcttles1VO'rth).- A preparation for this is sold by anists'
colourmen, bnt the purpose will be served by dissoh• in~ a little ising-lass in '\vate1·, and sizing the
silk wtth it. Take care to si:r,e it slightly be·y ond
the .future outline of the painting, or the oil will
run.-S. \V.
Porcelain Studies.-S. T. (Amsterda.mi.-As
these arc required wholesale, you arc advised to
apply direct to Messrs. P..tq>hael '!'uck & Sons,
London.-S. \V.
Watch- Case Engravlng.-J. H. (Ballina).Send yout· watch case to Messrs. Grimslmw & Co.,
35, Goswell Road, Ulerkenwell, or Has well & ::ions,
49 and 50. Spencer ~tt·eet, Ule1·ken well, either of
whom will t·e-engrave or engine-turn it and repolish a.s new, the price bei'ng about 2s. 01· 3s.,
depending on being a double case or an open face.
-.A. B. C.
White Pitch.-W. W. (Bt·istol).-This is also
called Burgnndy pitch, and is obrained from pine
resin or white resin. It is of a pa.le yellow colour,
and is sold by most chemists; the price is, I believe,
about 2d. per oz. If you cannot procure any, if you
write me through our Editor, I can get you some.
There are also Venice turpentine and Canada
balsam. both of which are light·coloured guJUS, and
which harden by exposure.-M.
Answers in WoRK.- J. W. II. (Nott ingham).
-\Vhile writing, why did you not repeat your
queries 1
Medical Battery.- READER.- It is not enough
to simply describe tlte battery as a" constant cunent
battery.'' '!'here are many types of constant
cu·rrent batteries. I must know the name of your
battery before I can tell you how t o re-charge it.. If
you cannot gi\·e me the name of the nut.kCl' or of
the type of battery, I must trouble you for a com.plete description of it; then I can give Girectioni!
torre-chargmg the cells. and say nearly the probahle
cost. 'l'he address of Messrs. J. & A. Churchill is
11, New Burlington ~treet, London, \V.-G. K B.
Low Voltage Incandescent Lamps.-L.\MPS.
-'l'he lowest voltage lamps are those of one candlepower, having a voltage of from 3 to 8 volts. '!'hen
there are lamps of two n.nd a IHtlf candle-powet". having volt.ages ranging from 5 to 25 volts. If you will apply to 1\:lt·.Bottone, Wallington. Surrey, and tell him
exactly what you wish to do, he will advise you as
to the best lamps for the purpose of fioml decoration, and supply you with all things necessary for
the installation. -G. E. B.
Electric Belt.-J . A. R. (rVands-wo1·th).-The
current obtainable from such a belt, 11s proposed by
you, would be very feeble. 'l'he pockets containing
the zinc discs should be all on the inside, and the
pockets containing the copper discs all on t he outside, of the belt, opposite to each other, wit.h only,~
thin partition of tlannel between. The ontsiclo
discs of copper should be connected to the inside
discs of zinc in each alternate pair, and thus make
a battery of the whole. 1 do not see how a belt of
alternate pieces of copper and of German silver
wire, connected "on the thermopile principle," can
do any good. '!'he heat from yom· body would not
be sufficient to make such an arnmge'ltent a good
thermonile. But, wh!l.tever anangcment you may
?etermfne upon .. the etfect ~1p0~1 y~mr body will bo
m accordance wtth yom· f1uth m Jts etticncy. '!'he
curath·c action of all those ~lectric belts is m nch
inct'eased by faith.-G. E. IJ. .
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Copa.l Varnish for Floorcloth.-H. F . (Gatesheacl-on-1'ync).-If the copal or oak varnish is evenly

upplie1l by a bntsll, aud allowed a reo.sonnble t-ime
to ]Jarden b efore being- used, it would undoubtedly
do much to prcscne YOill' tloorcloth from wearing
ont so soon. At any rate it will ft·eshen up the
appen.rance, thou~h it will be well to bear in mind
that the wear is on both sides, the underside being
us ually protected by a coat of paint. .As you say
yom· vamish dries iu the opcm air, but not indoors,
would it not oe better to remove the whole outdoors
some fine da.y and do it there. first taking the precaution of well washing it with some soda water (a
lw,ndful of washiug soda to a g-allon of water), nud
wiping quite drbv1 lithe varmsh has thickened by
k eeping, it will e necessary to thin it down a little
with t urpentine- not naphtha, as you suggest-and
the
addil.ion of a little japanners' gold size will assist
1
·, its d1·ying- properties.-LII>'EBOA1'.
'
Pin-hole Photography. - JOHNNY GILPIN.The nu m bet of \>YoRK in w hi eh the article appem·ed
i s :::\ o. 17. 'l'he plates used, and the dcvelopmen t of
the same, are precisely t-he same as fo1· other
photo~1·aphic work. '!'he only ditference between
pin-hole photollra.phy and that with ordinn.r y lenses
is that the pin-nole image is neve?· absolutely sharp,
bnt that the focus is always the right one, no matter
;tt w hn.t distance the objects may be from the camera.
'l'he exposure is always 1·err prolonged, so much so,
that pin-hole photography is useless for ordinary
·work or dark subjects. 'fhe exposure is regulated
by the square of the distance bet.wcen the pin-hole
and plate. and also the size of the picture by the
distance between them. '!'he size of the plate is
qnite immaterial, as. at a proper distance, any sized
plate can be covertld ; but with very large sizes the
loss of light is so considerable as to render photography impracticable.-D.
Oak Stain .-READER OF ...\IVORK.''-Yon would
haYe done well had you told us for what particular
purpose you r equired the stain. Do you wish to
stain common wllite wood in imitation of oak 1 or
do you wish to make light oak darker1 Had you
given us these particulars, your question could have
been answered more fully and to the point ; as it is,
we can only answer in a general way. To stain
common white wood in imitation of oak by the aid
·of spirit stains and varnishes is a rather ticklish
.iob for nn amateur; to stain the colour of oak is a
comparatively easy matter. It can be done by
gi\•ing one or more coats of asphaltum dissolved in
turpentine or coal tar n aphtha (t lb. crushed asphaltum to a pint of turps}; or you may thin down brunswickblack with turps. The former is the most cleanly
to use. Both must be used alone, not mixed with
varnish ; ancl both can be varnished over with
spirit varnish, after first allowing a reasonable
time to elapse for them to dry, If it is li,ght oak
that needs to be made darker, the asphaltum stain
is a useful one, though the correct and most cleanly
way is by means of fumigation, particulars of which
you will find in " Shop," under the heading of
.. Stain " (p. 219, June 20th, 1891). If, on the other
hand, it lS cheap furniture you wish to do, you
m ight do worse than read a replv given in" Shop" on
"Graining Cheap Furniture," that appeared in the
issue of June 6th, 1891 (p. 187). You will find there
some useful hints. You say you have tried umber
and spirits, but it does not suit. '!'his would have
been all right had you given the work a coat of
patent size or varnish first, that had been stained
by the addition of a little yellow ochre or lemon
chrome-so forming a yellow ground to work on.
'l'he umber stain should be mixed with three parts
spirits, one part polishor varnish (not all spirits). If,
·when this is applied, and while still wet, a grainer's
steel comb is drawn over it, a po.ssable imitation of
oak will be the result. Finish by giving a coat of
clear vamish. I append a couple of recipes for
brown oak stains : (1) Mix together 2 oz. of pearlash
and 2 oz. American potash in a quart of warm
water, and apply to the parts to be stained. (2)
2 oz. vandyke brown, ~ pint liquid ammonia, ! oz.
bichromate of potash. A tinge of red in the polish
or vamish will impt·ove these. If stained varnishes
are used, care should be taken to carefully strain
through fine muslin before using; and you ·will be
more likely to gain an even surface if the work has
been previously sized over.-LIFEBoNr.
Looklng.Glass.- F'. L. (West Cowes).-Anyglass
merchanL or furniture dealer will supply you with
t he above at about 3s. per foot super. But if you
wttnt such a qmtntity as would repay you for the
cost of carriage, I should ad \'ise you to wri te to one
or two large t1rms in London or Manchester for
special quotations.- .m. D.
Lathe Maldng.-LATI:IE·S'rRUCK.-It is well to
be cnthusiu.stic about the charmil1g and useful art
of turning. if your enthusiasm leads to patient and
persevering work rather than trying to JUmp to the
top of the tree nt a single bound ! Pray don't
al tempt to make a lathe till you know how to 1tse
one. Can't vou get some workman ft•iend to let you
u se his in the evening, when he has done work 1
You Sa)' you have no lat-he, no1· access to any; yet
you wt·itc from a town whe1·e there must be a great
many, and if you can't pay for the use of a. lathe,
you cn.n, perhaps, earn the loan of one by working
fot· its owner. Olfer to go errands, etc., for some
turner, fo1· instance. If he will let you try your
hand, make you1·sclf useful to him, help him in any
wt~Y you ca.n i-n Iris wo1·k, and let him see you want
to learn; ttnd when you have worked at the lathe
some two or three years, and can turn wood and
metal. use files, chisels, tags, and dies ; make and
use drills ; forge slide-rest tools ; and, in short,
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w~1en

you haye mo.stered the a, b, c, then you may Strome & Co., St. Mary Axe London who are
tlunk of makmg a lathe. Don~t let your enthusiasm makers, having ~actories at Yokohama, Japan.
tempt you to try to do impossibilities, but rein it in, 111aw .& Co.• Farrmgdon Road, City, E. C., are also
and make it keep you to the practicable.-F. A. M .
large Importers of.all 01:iental goods. For odd yards
Paint.-H. E. R. (York).- It you had stated in and remnants, wnte Ltberty & Co., Regent Street,
what way the wall was damp, and from what W.-F. P.
cause, I might have been able to have given you a
Gild_ing on Va~n~sh.-.F. R. E_. (D_arlington).remedy fttr preferable to paint. Write to the For thts class of _glldmg 011 gold s1zc 1s used. The
Damp-proof Paint Co., Cannon Street, London for surface of varmsh scarcely ever being free· from
Pt\rticulars of their paint, and if you are notsuceess- suftlcient " tackiness" to hold gold leaf, it is first
f ul with it, let me know more about the damp, and necessary to coat the work all over with al"bumcn
no doubt we can get over the difficulty.-E . D.
of one egg blown into half a pint of lukewarm water
Waterproof Glue.- F . B. (.A:ldersllot).-It your 'l'wist it into a froth with the brush, and brush on
two letters to the Glue ·Company had no fuller t}?e froth. Use the ~old size very barely. When
address .th~n the one you sent us-which is quoted g1lded (see r ecent arttele), w ash off the egg size with
above-tt IS no wonder that you have received hot water and soft sponge, which remo\'es also all
no answer to your communications. When you superfluous gold leaf.-F. P.
write a letter, y ou should add your full name and
Battery for Electric Light.-F. G. (Padding·
address.
ton, W.).-Get four Rlass pickle jars or marmalade
Printers' Roller Compositton.-POTASE:.-A jars 7 in. by 4 in. 'l he mouths of these should be
"compo." which is an improvement on the old glue from 2! in. to 3 in. in diameter. Get for each bottle
and treacle, is said to be made of glycerine and two carbon plates 7 in. by 2 in. by tin., and one zinc
plate 7 in. by 2 in. by~ in. A lso get a binding screw
~ ; but inst.e ad of making, PoTASH will be far
~lamp
~o.fiteach zinc plate, and a similar clamp with
"IVISet• to buy lns compo. ready mixed, as he can do
from any_printers' broker at from ls. to l s. 6d. per Jaws~ m. deep and 1:1- in. apart to clamp the carbon
lb. 'l 'he Durable Patent Roller Composition is sold and ~me plates t(!gether in each jar. Amalgamate
only by the company so named (57, Shoe Lane, the ztnc plates Wlth mercury. Put the zinc clamps
on the tops of the zinc plates, ~ in. at one side of the
London, E.C.) and their agents.-S. W.
centre. Cut two strips from a cigar-box cover 3 in.
Fixing Ca.rbon.-No NAME.-Le P age's glue, bY. ~ in. for each zinc plate, place them along the
or any bicycle cement, will fasten a piece of carbon top of each zinc plate on each side, place a carbon
to ferl'otype or wood. These cements are very use- plate on each side of these, and clamp the whole
ful for all such purposes.-W. D.
t ogether. '!'he strips of wood will keep the carbon
Safe Locks.-J. A. (Walsall).-I cannot do plates from touching the zinc plate, and the d eepbetter, in answer to your query, than quote Mr Jawed clan1ps will connect the two carbons. If you
Chatwood, the eminent safe maker. "In ati do no.t care to go to the expense of brass clamps, place
ordinary lever lock, the bolt has fixed upon it, at a stt·tp of sheet copp-er between the top of the zinc
right angles, a. projection called the mam stump, and the wood, and two strips between the carbon
anq ea~h of the levers has a passage or gating, plates and the wood on each side to form connec·
whtch, m a well-made lock, should be no wider tions. Separate the zincs and carbons at the bottom
than is absolutely necessary for the stumps to pass by two similar :pieces of wood, and bind the whole
through. In unlocking the lock, all these levers together with mdiarubber bands. This is a cheap
have to be raised, each exactly to its right positil:lrh makeshift. Battery plates thus put together can be
before the bolt can be withdrawn. If anyone Of easily taken apart to be cleaned. Charge each cell
them should be 1·aised too high, or not raised w ith a solution of chromic acid and sulphuric acid
sufficiently, the stuml? is blocked, and therefore in water, 3 oz. of each to each pint of water, and
the bolt cannot be withdrawn. .At the first glance allow the solution to cool before using. You should
it would appear impossible to pick such a lock, if get 8-volt lamps to use with a battery of four such
the number of levers be considerable. The key has cells. Place the battery in a box in a cupboard or
a number of steps, each of which-except the in the cellar, an d lead No.18 copper wires from the
botmm one-lifts one of the levers. The bottom battery to the lamp-holders on the piano. Each
step then engages with the bolt, and draws it back. lamp must be covered with a. conical shade to
'l'o pick such a lock, pressure is applied to the bolt, screen the eyes from the glare of the light, and
so as to cause the main stump. to press against the throw this do·wn on the music-book. A switch
face of the levers; then, by raising each lever in should be provided to .t hrow the lamps in or out of
turn, th~ J?OSition of the gat-i ng is.en:sily ascertained action at pleasure.-G. E . B.
by t he difference between the fnct10n on the lever
Faulty Induction CoiL-NEMO.-Although four
when pressed by t he main stump and when in medium size Leclanche cells placed. in series do
position and no longer pressed by the main stump. not furnish a battery strong enough to work an
In a lock with many levers, special appliances are induction coil 9 in. by 5 in., the current from such a
necessary for these purposes. The apparatus used battery will magnetise the core, and cause the
in picking lever locks consists of a tubular key h ammer to vibrate, if the coil has been properly
having one step upon it, and a solid key fitting made, and the connections are all right. If you can
inside it, and also having one step upon it, having get a current from this battery " through the
an ordinary key bow with a lever arm carrying a machine" without "any magnetic effect whateYer
sma ll weight. These can be operated quite inae- on the core," then there must be a serious leakage
pendently of one another. 'l'he step in the solid across the primary, such o.s connection between
key engages with the talon of the bolt, and the the first turn of the first layer and the last turn of
weight on the lever arm attached to it causes the the last layer, or the both ends in contact with the
stump to be forced with suitable pressure against core, foot of break spring, or similar good conductor.
the faces of the levers. By means of the step on the If I could see it, I could tell you in a few minutes
tubular key, the levers are raised in turn to feel for where the fault lies. Without seeing i t I can onlv
their gatings, and as each is found, extra pressure suggest the above as bein~ the most likeh fault. If
necessary to retain t hem in position is provided by the coil is properly made, 1t should take the current
moving the weight along the lever arm, When all from six bichromate or chromic acid cells. the levers have been t h us arranged, the bolt is G. E . B.
withdrawn." Lever locks with patented improve.
Electro-Magnetic Apparatus.- F. H. <Drayton
ments, snch as are now manufactured by Messrs. Park) .-'fo work the apparatus described by you, it
Hobbs, Hart & Co., and Messrs. Chubb, a re prac- will be necessary to have a horseshoe magnet with
tically unpickable.-'1'. W.
cores 3 in. by i in. fitted with bobbins H in. in dia· Distemper Lines.- J . B. (Manchester).-Lines meter, wound to the full with No. 22 silk-covered
of colour may be run with lining-titch and straight- copper wire. '.rhe w eight to be lifted must be
edge upon paper, distemper, or such-like absorbent attached to an armature of soft iron, ' in. by t in.,
surface either as "size colour.'' or "turps colour.'' and long enough to span the poles of the magnet.
For the former, mix best venetian red powder with The current should be furnished by three medium
water to a stiff paste, then thin for use with strong size Leclanche cells in series. Connect the cells to
jelly size. This must be kept warm in using, o.s the clock and to the electro-magnet with No. 18
you ~ay surmise. For tur_ps colou_r, use japan wire ; then you n eed not fear any serious decrease
gold s1ze to make t he dry p1gment mto "batter" in power whether the machine is placed twenty or
consistency, then thin for use with turJ?S- Both of forty yards from the clock. A stud must be placed
these should work well and stand SlZing. 'l'he on the clock face, and a spring contact fitted to the
simplest plan for blocking marble is a red or black hour hand to sweep over the stud each hour and
pencil drawn r ound a woodenfra.ine of block size.keep in contact with it for five seconds. Used thus,
if properly fitted up, the battery would probably
F. P.
Smooth Surface for Decoratlon.-G. s. R. retain its power and keep in working order for
(Tewlcesbury).-Wben a wall is badly plastered, no several months, perhaps a year.-G. E. B.
subsequent rubbing or smoothing will remedy the
Measurin« Instrument.- POLYGON.-The inmisch1ef. '!'he best that can be done is either to strument about which you inquire is a sector, by
prepare it in distemper, or to line it. After re· the aid of which all questions in proportion may be
moving the old paper, and washing down the w alls solved ; ~es may be divided either equally or
thoroughly to remove the old pa."t.e, etc., make some unequally into any number of parts that mar be
distemper (see Index, Vol. ll.J, but with double the desired ; the angular functions, viz., chords, smes,
quantity of size. Give the wall a good coat of this, tans-ents, etc., may be set oft' or mef!-Sured to any
used iust warm, which will fill a lot of cracks, etc. radlUs whatever; plans and drawmgs may be
Stop 'holes, etc., with plaster, and when all is dry, reduced or enlarged in any required proportions,
rub down with "coarse 2" glass-paper. It can now and, in short, every operation ip. geom~t~:"ical drawbe treated with alabastine direct, or-a much better ing-may be perfor med by the rod of th1s mstru.ment
job-give it first a thin coat of oily paint. Lining and the compasses only. I s~ppose yours is the
the wall-viz., covering it with a stout white lining- ordinary six-inch secto!, whteh, whe~ opened,
paper-requires a paper-hanger's skill; and the wall forms a rule of twelve mches ; and thts crrcummust be also well prepared. The first is the easiest stance is taken advantage of b:t 1Ulin~ up the SJ:!ttce
and clil·ticst, and the latter the quickest and dearest, not occupied by the sectoral lines w1th such hnes
plan.-F. P.
as it is the most important to lay down upon a
Japanese L eather P apers.-F.'R. E. (Darling- greater length than the six-inch plain scale will
ton).--For Japanese leather f?;OOds, etc., wholesale admit. .Among these the most usual are (1) the
and in large quantities, wrtte Messrs. Rottman, · lines of logarithmic numbers1 sines, and tangents;
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(2) a. scale of twelve inches, in which each i!lch
i~ divided into ten equal .parts ; and (3} a toot
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didded in to ten equal pr1ntary divisions, each
of whicl1 is sub-di'l"ided mto ten equal parts, so
t hat the w hole is divided into one hundred equ~
parts. This last is called the decimal scale, and IS
placed on the edge of the instrument. The
·• sectorallines" proceed in pairs from the centre,
one line of each p air on either leg, and are, upon
one face of the instrument. a pair of scales of equal
parts, called the "line of lines," and U)arke~ L ; a
pair of lines of chords marked o ; a pmr of hnes of
secants, marked s ; and a. pair of lines of polygon:s,
marked POL. Upon the other face the sectorc)-l
lines a re : a pair of tines of sines, marked s; a. prur
of lines of tange nts up to 4.5°, mark~d T; and
a second line of tan~ents to a le,sser rad1us, ext:ending from 4.5° to 75 . Each pll.lr of sectoral. hnes,
except the lines of polygons, should be so adJusted
as to make equal angles at the centre, so that ~he
distance from the centre to the correspondmg
divisions of any pairs of lines, and the transverse
distance between these divisions, may always form
similar triangles. On many instruments, however,
the pairs of lines of secants and of tangents from
45° to 75' make angles at the centre equal to one
anoLher, but une9.ut~l to the angle made by all other
pairs of lines. 'H1e divisions of cac!l sectora..l line
are contained within th1·ee parallel hues, the tnncr?nost being the line on which the points of the
compass are to be placed, because this is the on.Jr
line of the three which goes to the centre, and 1s,
therefo1·e, the sectoralline. ~'~~line of polygons is
chiefly used for the ready dins1on of the cucumf ercnce of a circle into any number of equ_a.l pa!ls
from 4 to 12-that is, as a. ready means to mscr1be
regular polygons of any given number of sides from
4 to 12 within a given circle. To do which, set oft'
the radius of the gi\'en circle (which is always
equal to the side o! an inscribed hexagon) as the
traus\·erse distance or 6 and 6 upon the Jine of
polygons. 1'hcn the transverse distance of 4 and 4
will be the side of a square ; the transverse
distance between 5 and 5 the side of a pentagon ;
between 7 and 7, the side of a heptagon; and so. on.
If it be required to form a polygon upon a g1ven
st1·aight line, :;et off the extent of the given line as
n. u·ansverse distance between the points upon the
line of polygons answering to the number of sides
of which tlie polygon is ,to consist; as for a. pentagon between 5 and 5; or for an octagon between
Sand 8 ; then the transverse distance between 6 and 6
will be the radius of a circle whose circumference
would be divided by the given line into the number
of sides required. All regular polygons, whose
number of s1des will exactly divide 360 (the number
of degrees into which all circles are supposed to be
divided} without a remainder, may likewise be set
oft' upon the circumference ot the circle by the line
of chords. Thus, take the radius of the circle
between the compasses, and open the sector till
that extent becomes the transverse distance between 60 and 60 upon the line of chords; then,
having divided 360 by the required number of sides,
the transverse distance between the numbel'S of
the quotient will be the side of the polygon required.
'l'hus, for a.n octagon, take the distance between 4.5

interior kind of olive oil of a greenish tint. ~ ha''.e
not tried it, but should think ordinary flask ~l~ve 011
would do as well. As re~ax:ds ~he con~pqs1t10n of
Baker's fluid, I bel~eve 1t 1s Simply distilled and
diluted chloride of zmc.- H. A.
Me1tlag Brass.-No NAMli:.-Figs. 1 ~ 4 illustrate the standard type of brass-meltmg furnace. Fig. 1 is a vertical ~ection throush one of
the furnaces and the 9hi01ney. Flg. 2 ~a, on the
right-hand side, a. section throu~h t!le nght-hand
furnace (x x in.F1g. 3, and z z 1n F1g. 1); and, on
the left-hand siae, a. view in: front .of t~e left-l~!lond
furnace seen fron1 the ash-p1t (Y Y m F1g. 3). I!Jg. 3
is a. general plan; Fig. 4 a view of the cover. In
these ft~ures, A, A, n;re the m~lLing holes or fur~o.ces,
measunng from 12 m. to 18 m. squa.re, accord1ng to
the amount o.f metal that requires to be melted.. A
M in. or 15 in. hole will take a pot with a meltmg
capacity of 50 lbs. or 60 lbs. 'l'he dept~ of• t~o
furno.ces will .x·a.nge from 2 ft. ~o 2 ft. 6 m. It lS
essential to g1ve ample depth, 1n o1·der that the
crucible shall be entirely enclosed in the fuel. ~'he
reason why furnaces ~u·e built in twos or threes,1s to
get sufficient melt,ing capacity for heavy casts; or
even where that is not the case, to be able to "!!Se
one furnace while the other may be unde~gomg
repairs. Still, if you are an amateur1 and mtcnd
only to melt brass for your own use, a s~ugle ful'lla~e
will suffice. Underneath the fm·nace lS the ash·plt
(B) and the opening (B') through whi~h the ashes
are raked into the front area (o). In F1gs. 1 and. 2,
the line D D represents the level of the stone or br1ck
floor, into which the furnaces are built. The ash-
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( ~) and 45; and for a. polygon of 36 sides take the
pit (o), therefore, lies entix:ely bene~~h the fi9or
distance between 10 and 10.-F. B. C.
level, and is covered over w1th a cast-1ron gratmg
V arnish for Walking Sticks. - C. BROS. (E). The object. of this a.rrange.tp.ent is to allow the
(Lecds).-Thcse, when done in large quantities, are attendant standing on the gratmg to be well over
generallr finished by drying in a hot room or drying the furnaces, and so be able to exercise a ll his
stove. Suitable varnishes are sold by most varnish strength in liftin g the pots of molten metal out of
makers, amongst whom, in your neigh bourhood, the furnaces. To clear the ashes out from underyou might write to or call upon Mr. H . 0. Milnes, neath, it is necessary to re.m ove the plate(E) and get
Leeds Road Varnish Works Bradford, stating down into the pit (0). E, E, in the figures are the fireyour requirements; he will, I think, be able to suit bars, upon which the tire is built ; they are simply
you. Also with a black varnish suitable for dipping bars of wrought iron about 1 in. square, laid loosely
your il'on wire in. It, howe ver, you have no drying across the bottom of t he furnace. It is necessary to
stove, or lar~e qt111-ntity of sticks to do~ what are make them easily removable, so that the attendant,
known as sp1rit varnishes are most suitaole. Fore- getting down into the .ash-pitt c, D'!ay draw then~ ont
most among these is that known as brown hard endwise, and let the cmders urop m to the ash-p1t, B.
spirit vamish, made as follo ws :-Gum sandarach, Replacing the bars, the fire can be rebuilt. In order
4 ozs. ; seed lac, 2 o~s. ; gum elemi, 1 oz.; methylated that the constant remo,·al and replacing of the bars
spit·its, 1! pints; when dissoh:ed, add Venice turpen- shall not break a.way the brickwork, plates of iron
tine, 2 ozs. Another :- Rectified naphtha, 1! pints; (F, F) m·e built into the brickwork immediately
~m s~ndaraeh, 2 ozs.; best amber resin, 2 ozs.; sum
above and below the bars. A similar plate (G) is
oenzom, 4 o~s. Both must be carefully stra.med built in to carry the brickwork over the opening B'.
before using, then applied with a camel's·hair brush. 'Both furnaces lead, by the openings lJ, into a.
If required harder, this can be done by adding one- common chimney (J}; and the height of this chimthird part of F1·ench polish, made by dissolving 6 or ney should not be less than from 12 ft. to 15 ft. A
8 oz. of best orange shellac in 1 pint of rectified short chimney w ill not create sufficient drau~ht to
naphtha.-Lll~Ji:BOA'J'.
,
melt the metal quickly and properly, and a.rtltleial
Cleaning Old GUt Jl'rames.-A. E. S. (Wootton blast is not used for brass furnaces. '!'he draught
Bassett).-'t'he only way save re-gilding-, of im- is regulated by means of the damper (IC), placed in
proving the appearance of old gilt frttmes1s to wash the chilnney, and n.ll the air necessary for combusoff the dirt and tly marks contained in the coat of tion passes down through the perforated cast-iron
size which covers all gold framework. '£his may plate (E). Fig. 4 shows a cover used for the mouths
be done by using a small sponge barely moistened of the furnaces (A). L is a square oast-iron plate,
. with hot spirits of wine or oil of turpentine; do not l1aving an eye cast in for sliding it on and otf tthe
wipe afterwards, but lenve to dry. 'l'his process furnace mouths. This plate is left in position
requires great care.- F . B.
during melting, but a. light cast-iron top (M) is reAlloy.-ALLOY.-·1'his querist asks to be informed moved from time to time, for the purpose of watch·
ot a metal nea.rest in strength to iron, which will ing the progress or the melting, and to throw in
not rust, and which can be melted on an ordinary fresh fuel, if necessary. The furnace is built of fire11re. I think the rueto.l or alloy which coniplies bricks, built with fire-clay joints, the clay being
nearest with these conditions is brass. This may mixed with water to about tlie consistence of thick
be melted on a. close range tlr'3 under f11.vourable cream. Either gas coke or furnace coke can be
conditions, and though greatly below iron in used for melting brass, but tbA latter is more satisstrcngt.b, yet it comes nearest to it to comply with factory, because ot its heat-giving power. After
the other two conditions - viz., non-rusting and 1 the fire has been built, i t is allowed to burn up, and
fusibility.-H.. A.
then the crucible, with its charge or metal~ is set
about midwa.y in the furnat:e, and coverea over
Pewte rers' Flux.-A. E. (Lan(lton).-T he tlilx with fresh coke ; the cover (L) and tile (M) are then
generally used by pewterers for soldering pewter put on, a.nd the melting proceeds for an hout· or
counLers, pots, etc., is G!~-lllpoli oil. It is iLn. . more. You can purchase orueibles of the Morgan
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Crucible Company, Dnttci'Sca ;, they w_ill cost,n. L1·if_lo
over ono penny pet· pouml ot t:U.!IllCity. Now!. ~n
reference to the last ptn·t uf you1' 11 ucrr, .r o.m ~~~~ u.1tl
I must r efer you for the prcscul to lr~it.IJSCS ~v 1'1 ttcn
on Lhe subjcc~. 'l 'hc subjecL or I IIOHid lll ~. Lo 111cl u~o
that of the brass foundry, will u.c L1·cu.tcu u( m
\YORK by-and-by, and if SO it Will JII)SSCS!i IIIOrc
practical value Lhan any book 1 ~f~UI r ccOJIII,ncud
you. There is a book by Gl'!l.ham, JH'I CC :!s.,yu bhshcd
by Crosby Lock wood & Cu. ; .and Lhc1·~ 11o1 a.nothu1·
by Larkin price 10s. lid., wh1ch, l bulu:vc, 1:; pnh·
lished by 'spon. '!'here is ulso :-;lll'ol.l>OJ•':; wo1·k,
which contams a chapter on th e bras:; louutll·y, ono
on fine-art work, an<l one on bell fouulliu~.-.J.
R e-tlnning Rusty Spots .- H. 11. (,\oltiJ•fl /lill).
- I n answer to your tlrst query, lulusl. s•~Y l.latt r
have seen a good many churns n:p:urcll, u.nd also
repaired many mysc.:lf; buL J u c ,·e1· lwow auyuuo
"take on" the job of re-tinuiug Lh1: rws~y pal.!:hcsthat is unless there was n hole Lh ure, anti a )IH:cc.: of
tin hacl to be put on it.. In thi;s case, ol· eotu·:m, the
usual method of scrapmg or llhnf( .1nu ,;~ loo u.tl"!ll eel
to keep it clean, and then use SfllrJ)!i ul. stdl~ awl ~~
soldering iron u.nd ~olclel' t~'. ' '.1i~1" 11. J•repamtcll'y !·O
soldering on the p1cce. I Ius l ::l the mwnl, aud, lit
fact, the only, way to .get o:rcr H. H, as you.l'l:~r·
you cannot get on w nh SJlll'Lt.S of salW! ot· 1 c;o; ut
(resin is no use fo1· rusty tiu), t.hC.:I'J; JHU;'> L lJe so1uc.:·
thing wrong, eithe1· wit h your lllalCI'IlliS or YO tiL'
method of procedure. t:ll How to l'ocp ~ouls ti'!Hit
turnin< l'USty inn few hou1·s afLI.:l' cl<a~II J 111(. ): Ott
are qJlte l'i "'ht in supposing tlu~t;. Llus ~':1 ~ausecl
mainly by t1te fumes of the s pmts.- tlus IS one
of the ills that toOlS lll'C heir to in ll. tlnltlall'::l Sl!OJI·
I will however, otfct· a rcw SHJ;!;t"SLion; LhuL w tll
l1elp you to minimise the C\'il. l n llw tlr::~ t. place,
I would ask, "Why do you wuut yot~t· ~ools 1)1'11-{h t!
'!'here a1·e only a. fc w Looh; thuL lt 1s t~b;;ohu.cl )
necessary to keep polished, such •~s th;: anv1l, u. lcw
heads, aud a few hammers. 'l'hc an \'11 ~·ou should.
make a. tin cover (Ol', and grease the tacc of the
anvil· for the hamme1· and h ead you can lea \ ' O
wash:lCtlther bags or caps t.o tie on O\' Cl: the face!>,
and keep them in a dn~we1· wh<·n not. m use, au!l
clean tllem once a week whdhc1: thc.v n~ed IL
or uot. 'fhc ordinary tools Lh:~t lJC about m con·
stant use it is u.lmost impossible to kc~J) clean
without constant looking aflc1·; buL I l}lld t ha!,
after they have got to o. cc1·tain d cj!rec of t~u·u 1:;h,
if they are rubbed. occasionally witll 1~11 olly l"Ul£,
and then well rubbed <lry, Lhu.t th ey w11J scu.r·ceJ~:
be atl'ected. Of coune, faces or hummers !Wd IJL
tools will need to be ruubcd np 1.1ow t~n.u _agam. ln
conclusion, never keep any uulolled SJ_)I~'1t:; of salts
in the workshop, and covrr _your SJ..IH'JL JU.r wbcn
not in use and 1 think yon wtll go u. great way to
get over your little diH'icully .- !t. JJ...
Patent Loclt.-A.l\1. ("Willcnhctlt).- If the paten t
for the lock still exil;ts, you certainly must not IIHtkc
auy imilll.tion of it. Your best JJlau will be to consult a. respectable patent agent, or n_p proacb th e
maker of the lock, u.nd see if he w1ll buy your
improvement.-'1'. \oV.
Relief Scraps OD s ::reen.- J. ·w. (Jl[o1·lcy).- I
know tsf nothing bettet: tban a slitt' g~~~ c pasLC,,such
as that used for hangmg J apancs_c le<!Lhcr, tuHi
other heavy embossc.:U. pa.per~. ~·n·.:;t dt~Suh·c the
glue by boiling, and to pre\'c~t ;LS btll'tllng. to. Lhe
bottom of the saucepan, wrap 1t 1n r~g Ill!~ LIC 1t to
the lid· then stir in the flour and bo1L I he pasto
should'ha.ve time to soak into thick paper or cartl
before fixi ng.-S. ·w.
Prescriptlon.-SHEF.-We. <lo not und~rt,a.ke to
answer. in WoRK any quest10ns appe1·tammg to
mcdica.lmatters.
.
Lime.-E. F. B. (.Vo Addrc.ss).-You may nux
the lime with coarse sand, tine gr:wcl, coke brccr.c,
crushed spar or granite. The matel'ial shonld bo
screened through a m esh of the required s ize. aud
also screened a. second time tlu-ough a. smaller lllC$h
to remoYe the fine dust, You mu.~ put two purls to
one of stone lime, and if clmlk lime, rath er less,
unless the lime is very st1·ong. You m~st uot
exceed tlus, or it will not set lnu·d. Yot~ liHg ht try
oo a. small quantity tirst. If you h~!l smd_lOl' what
pmposc, or how you mean to use ~t, 1. n:1gh t h~t,·e
t>een able to give you more detimLc mtqru1u.t.10n.
If you want it to set quickly, you qonl~ Ill IX·~ htt lL'
Portland cement ot· plaster ot l>art!? w~t!t t he litl:IC·
If this is not exactly what you reCJ,Uit'e, it you wnte
a~ain giYino- more pal'ticulttrs, 1 sha.Jl be glad to
g1ve you any further information.- ll:f.
Polish for Bookease.- H. A . W. (IJl?;thl.-.All
dirt grease and furniture paste IIIUSt be Jlrst remo~ed by careful WOlShing With SOd;~ !~lld \\'1\tCr ancl
powdered pumice-stone or Bath brlCI.~ (common
washing soda the size of a walnut ~o a Pll!~ of w~rm
watet·). l t co.n then be l<'renc h pollsht••l, Jt you !1kc,
but I cannot advise you t<,J 111ttkc yout·. mmden
eft'orts at polishing on aurtlung w1 th Clll'l'lll~S and
mouldings, etc., such as your c1oc!~ co.so would be
likely to have. l!'ar bcLtcr pmclwc on some tint
surfaces first r eading car efully t h e articles on
~~rcnch polishing appearing in the present v olume
of "\YORK. For the present, adc~idcd ly ~rcsher and
more satisfactory appearance w11l b3 gn·cn by the
application of one or two coats of brown l1ard
spirit varnish, such as can be ~ought at t~nr.rcspcc.:t·
able oil and. colour merchant s, Lo be apphcd care·
fully with a camcl's-hair uru!lh.- LWEBOA'l'.
Phonograph Cylinders.- J. P. A. ( Jt"allhmnstow).-1 do u.;t think it would be worLh rom· while
to try to make the ubovc from your wasLe product.
'l'he deman<l at present does n ot seem to be ,·cry
large. I could not Ulldcrlake Lhe tt·oul.Jle of inspecting one.-W. D.
7
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IH.-QUESl'IONS SUBMITTED TO CORRI::SPO::-IDJo:~TS.
Inlt for Poster.-C. 13. (Hi(lhblt?'/1) w1·ites ·-" I
~~u\11 be _very much obliged to M. D. C. (Li.t•c,.Pool)
1f he will tell me how to mix a good red ink or
painL .for P.Oster·writing. T h e stink of the benzine
~tntl oll_pam t r ecommended by S~ULt NG S~lllllG I~ R
Js hon·• blc. It tLlso t·uns u.litlle. Gum water is not
of mudt nsc."
Crims~m Dye. - G. n. (Lon(lon, J.V.) writes :·• I s hon.ltl be much ob!i~ccl for t.he ingredients for a
I{OOcl Cl'llnson dye, wh1cn would be economical a nd
fas t- fo1· cloth."
N ets. - C'. C. (Dartmouth) nsks: -"Could some
co_r1·cspond~11t kindly give in ·Shop • instructions,
wtth cll'ttwmgs, as to how to make a trawl net
fm· a 10 ft. beam 1 I s.h ould also be glad for notes
concerning ot.her nets."
Upholstery. - Qu EEN'S Isr.AND writes:-" Will
any I'Cadel' tell me how to cut the cloth to cover a
conch so that it will be free of w rinkles. as those I
ha vc ns yet CO \' Cred do not look very well 'I"
Cotton Band Machine. - E. W. (Halifa:r;)
writes :-·• Will any l'Cadcr kindlv inform me of the
best 1\nd ch enpcst method of mal~ing u. small cotton
bmut -machine to make lengths, say, from 1} yd. to
2 yds. long1"
IV.-QUESTIO~S

.ANSWERED BY COltRESPONDENTS.
Mandre l for Lathes.- .T. A. ~!. (Stamjorcl Hill
N.) writes. in reply to J. 'J'. ( W al1coTth) (see page
159, Vol. ll.) :-"!<'or jobbing engi neering work I
can recommend .A. \V. Salter, 15, Urunswick Street,

[Work-September 19, 1891.
......

Joining Vulcanite, Steel Etching, Rubber
Stamps, etc.- H . ll. (Sit~eld) writes:-" I have
g ouc through t he Indexes of Vols. I. and II. of
\VoRK, but cannot find the descl'iption of a method
to fnsl.cn together two pieces of p olished vulcanite.
I shall be ~reatly obliged if any of your corresponden ts can m form me what composition to use withou t h eat or need for 1·epolishing to secut·ely fasten
together two flat sut·faces. say, 1 in. square a.t
bottom of strips -! in. long by i in. wide to r esist
a strain of 1 lb., as
'
shown
on
enclosed
sketch. and also to withstand the action of water.
Some ;s'Cat·s ngo a par
tented
process
was
shown in Sheffield to
etch upon steel direct
from a. rubber stamp in
conjunction with certain
acid salts. and was called
• E. Menstacta's New
Direct Etching Process'·
it is now, I believe, im~ X, Point of Contact ;
;- Direction o! Stra.ln.
possible to procu1·e ill
this country tl.te particular mixture of salts used. Conld you inform me,
t h1·ough the medium of WORK, what ingredients
to use which, in a plAstic state, would contain
sufficient poiVer to light e tch into steel direct from
a rubber stamp a word moulded from • n onpareil
condensed type,' which, as you will probably be
aware, does not carry a. great body of ink in printing1"
·
Lace Frame.-C. E. M . (Birkenhead) writes, in
reply to MART (see page U, No. 105): "Here is a
description of a. simple macrame lace frame, which
I ha ve found quite as convenient as any of more
cla.bonl.tc construction. Smooth a. plece of pine, 28
in. by 8 in. by ~ in. thick ; at each end of this screw
on a piece 8 m. by 1~ in. high, and • in. thick. '£he
screws must be put in from t he back, three to each
piece. On the outside of each of these insert li'l'Ow
of about twelve round·headed screws, ! in. apart.
'l'hose on the right-hand e nd should be put in at an
angle of .J.5', points down. (Fig. I .) 'l'he reason for this
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Numerical Examples in Practical Mechan ics and Machi ne Design.
H ackney Road. H e has d one a good deal for me,
and has forge, steam powel', and a lu1ost every
n eedful appliance at hand. .A.bo,·e is a draw ing
of a fret-saw attachment for my lathe which he has
just mo.de, and which will, I thi n k, prove a serviceable tool."
Chuck.-M. (Bisho2J Atttkland) writes. in reply
to l GNOitA:\IUS (sec p. 366, ~o. 127) :- " If you refer
to
28, Vol. Il., of WOLUC, you will find sketches
nuc description of oval chuck, which you eau make
in metal or in bard wood, fn.cin~ the V slides with
brass to prevent wear. If th e 1nformation is not
sufficient, I will be glad to gi\•e you any furthct·
articulat·s through this column, if you wri te again.
can get you the castings, if you sencl rue your
uddt·ess.''
Galvanometer.- F. S. 0 1lo1·manton) writes, in re.·
ply t9 GALVANIC(see page ~O!i, No. 117) :-" I will tell
l!<HV I nmde a cheap anti sunple galvanometer. If.
ltkc me, GALVANIC is harrl up, it will be just the thing
loe WIUlts, t\S it cost me but~L t1·ifle and anv amatem·
could mn.kc it. First, I made a box like a iinesman's
detector: that is, two ltah·es hinged together 5 in. bv
3~_in. by~} i~. ~efore puttin~ on the front, I cut
iL ll?le 3 111. m dtameter, and mto this fitted a glass.
wh1ch l go.t oif an old bicycle lamp, and thus had
glas~ an~ mn complet~. I made the dial by taking
a thm Illece of wood, JUSt large enough t o tit inside
Hle ft·ont half •. and paste~ on a sheet of white paper.
~hen on the s1de on ~vhJCh the paper was pasted I
t:xcd J:ty needle, wh1ch I made out of an old coil
sprinl!'. a n d made it lt in
long fot· the su pport. I
took tL piece of b rass
shaped as in diagram, A
bcin:. n eedle and ax1e,
B piece of thin brass
clatupccl between dial and
angle bnLSs, and c being
nnglc brass. The needle simply rested on pivots, the
bottom IJcingslightl:v heavier to keep in the centre of
the dial. I must uotforgct to say that t he needle was
magnetised. .At the back of the dial I fixed a
lJQ:~bin of wit·e (six layers X o. 2-1 s.c.) length wars
nct·oss the dial, and connected the ends to terminals
nt the top of the box. On sending- a cun·ent round
the coils of wire. the needle was deflected to either
t>idc, according to which way the cuncnt was sent.
'l'o ~ivc the dial a finished appearance, I drew two
httlf ch·clcs round the top of the needle which
represcn tecl the graduations. If GALV,\NlC llkcd,
l1c conld tix a horseshoe electro-magnet to t.he back
ot the box, with th e poles pressing against the
bMk o~ th e <linl, but this would not be so good
as a coli, as he would ha,·c to lincl which w ay to
send the cm·t·cnt to repel the .needle; but perhaps
some other r~ader could dcscnbe a bette1· gah·ano·
meter, as th1s would be of no use for a. professional
elcctl'JCian."
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:Fig. 3.
Lace Frame. Fig. l.-·s ection o!Right-ha.nd End;
Dotted Line, Foundation Cord. Fig. 2.- 'Flap
- A, Hinge and Notch 1n Wood to allow for
Eye. Fig. 3.- Brass Attachment-A, Side View
(open); B, Top View (closed); C, C, Button;
D, D, Pivot Screw and Washer: E, E, Spring;
F, F, Small Brass Stud, to prevent Displacem ent of Spring.
is that, when a foundation cord is stretched a cross
the board, it onlr. requires one turn r ound the
screw to secure 1t tight. 'l'he secret of making
good macrame lace lies in having the fou ndation
cords strained as tight as possible. A couple ot
flaps are hinged on to the back of the board, about
:l in. from each end. When the board is in \lse it
rests on these. w hich are held in position by hook
and eye. (Fig. 2.) .A.t the;· left-hand side of m y
boa rd I have screw ed a brass attachment, for
gripping the lace when a long piece is being worked.
It. consists of a brass plate 8 in. by i in. by -tu in., to
which is attached a piece of spring.brass, one end
turning on a pivot, w hile the other is placed u nder
a brass button when in use, and kept 1n place by a.
small stud. (Fig. 3.)"
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[9 1t
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Cements.- Write to BRYANT, 70, Nethergate, Dundee.
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